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1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose that X is a random variable whose density function is 
indexed by a parameter 0 where 0 6 0. For estimating some para­
metric function, say T(0), the usual interest is to obtain an admis­
sible estimator where an estimator is defined to be admissible as 
follows : 
Definition 1.1; 
An estimator Ô is said to be admissible if there does not exist 
any other estimator 6° such that r(ô°;0) < r(ô;0) for all 0 € 0 
with strict inequality for at least one 6 where r(ô;0) is the 
risk function of 6 when 0 is the true state of nature. 
The Bayesian procedure that uses a prior distribution to obtain 
a unique Bayes decision rule has been widely used as a tool to obtain 
admissible decision rules. For example, in the simplest case when 0 
is finite and the prior distribution puts positive mass on every 0 £ 0 
and when the loss function is such that the resulting Bayes decision rule 
is unique, then this rule is admissible. However, the class of unique 
Hayes decision rules doesn't form a complete class. In other words, there 
are some cases where a decision rule is admissible, but there does not 
exist a prior distribution against which this admissible rule is unique 
Bayes. To see that we consider the following example; 
Example 1.1; 
Let X be binomial (n,0) where 6 € [0,1]. For estimating 0 
with squared error loss, the estimator Ô(X) = — is admissible 
2 
(Lehmann (1983)). However, the only way for ô(X) to be Bayes 
against some prior is that the prior assigns probability 1 to the 
set {0,1} since if the prior assigns positive mass to any parameter 
point other than or besides 0 = 0,1, then the resulting Bayes esti­
mator will not agree with Ô(X) on X = 0,n. Therefore, ô(X) can­
not be unique Bayes against any single prior. 
On the other hand, when the Bayesian procedure uses a prior that 
yields a class of Bayes rules rather than a unique one, this class 
usually contains both admissible as well as inadmissible decision 
rules. To illustrate that, we consider the following example; 
Example 1.2; 
Let X be binomial (3,0) where 0 Ç {O, 0.4, 0.5, l}. For 
estimating 0 with squared error loss, consider the prior distribu­
tion, say which puts mass 1/2 on 0 and 1/2 on 1. It is easy to 
see that any decision rule Ô with 0(0) = 0 and 6(3) = 1 is 
Bayes against In particular, the decision rules 6' and 6" 
where ô'(0) = 0, ô'd) = 1/3, ô'(2) = 2/3 and ô'(3) = 1 and 
6"(0) = 0, 6"(1) = 0.446, 5"(2) = 0.457 and 6"(3) = 1 are both 
Bayes against However, 6" as we will soon see, is admissible 
while it is easy to show that 6' is inadmissible since it is 
dominated by 6". 
2 
Now, suppose in example 1.2 we define a second prior, say X , 
which puts mass 1/2 on 0=0.4 and 1/2 on 9 = 0.5 and we compute 
the Bayes estimates for those x's for which the Bayes estimate under 
3 
is not defined, i.e., for X = 1,2 then we will get 6(1) = 
0.446 and 5(2) = 0.457. Combining these two estimates with those 
defined under it J.eems plausible that the resulting estimator 
6" is admissible. That is, by considering a second prior we could 
have extracted an admissible rule from the class of Bayes rules 
against In fact, this idea of using stepwisely a set of mutually 
orthogonal priors (i.e., with mutually exclusive supports) to get a 
decision rule, called a "stepwise Bayes decision rule" is well-known 
and has been discussed in the literature (see Hsuan (1979), Meeden 
and Ghosh (1981), and Brown (1981)). For example, Meeden and Ghosh 
(1981) have given a minimal complete class theorem in the case when 
both the parameter space and the sample space are finite and the loss 
function is such that the prior risk under any prior distribution is 
uniquely minimized by a member of the decision space. This theorem 
says that "a decision rule is admissible if and only if it is unique 
stepwise Bayes against a set of mutually orthogonal prior distribu­
tions ." According ro rhis theorem, any admissible decision rule is 
unique stepwise Bayes. For instance, the admissible estimator 
6(X) = — (which is shown in example 1.1 to be not unique Bayes against 
any single prior distribution) is unique stepwise Bayes. To see that, 
let be a prior distribution that puts its mass on the set {0,l} 
then it is easy to see that the resulting Bayes rule, say ô°{X), is 
such that ô°(0) =0 and 6°(n) = 1. Now, define the prior distribu-
2 2 —1 
tion \ such that \ (0) « [0(1-0)] for 0 Ç (0,1) and 0 other-
1 2 
wise. (Note \ and X are orthogonal). The resulting Bayes esti-
4 
mator is 6°(X) = for X € {1,2,...,n-l}. Hence, the unique step­
wise Bayes rule against and is 6°(X) = which is Ô(X). 
On the other hand, to obtain an admissible decision rule it is enough 
to obtain a unique stepwise Hayes decision rule. For example, we 
have seen at the beginning of this paragraph that Ô"(X) given in 
1 2 
example 1.2 is unique stepwise Bayes against X and X . Hence, by 
the above theorem ô"(X) is admissible. 
A philosophical interpretation of using more than one prior may 
not be palpable. However, Hsuan (1979) has given the following result 
regarding the use of more than one prior ; Consider a decision problem 
with a finite parameter space and a strictly convex loss function. 
Let {Xjj} be a sequence of prior distributions where each prior is 
supported on the entire parameter space. Then, there exists a set of 
finitely many priors such that the limiting Bayes rule (assuming the 
existence) against {X^] is identical with the unique stepwise Bayes 
rule obtained by using the finite set of priors stepwisely. In other 
words, this result says that a set of finitely many orthogonal priors 
is equivalent to a set of countably many priors, each of which is sup­
ported on the entire parameter space. 
As shown by Meeden and Ghosh (1983), the stepwise Bayes procedure 
can also be used to study admissibility in the case of choosing among 
several experiments. For example, suppose that a statistician is 
interested in making some decision about some parametric function, say 
T(0) where 9 Ç 0. Before making his decision, he has the chance to 
5 
observe, possibly at random, one of two possible experiments or 
where the probability function for each experiment is indexed by 
0. Suppose that for i = 1,2, 6^ is a possible decision function to 
be used in connection with X^ and is the probability of observ-
2 
ing X. where y. >0 and Z Y- = 1. Now, the question is which 
^ i=l ^ 
pair (y,à) where y = and 6 = (6^,62) should be chosen 
by the statistician? Intuitively, the statistician would like to 
choose a pair (Y,6) that cannot be dominated by any other pair. This 
s u g g e s t s  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  n a t u r a l  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  a d m i s s i b i l i t y  o f  (Y , Ô ) ;  
Definition 1.2; 
A pair i y , à )  is said to be admissible if there does not exist 
any other pair 6°) such that r(Y°,6^;8) < r(Y,ô;8) for all 
0 € 0 with strict inequality for some 0 where r(Y,6;8) = 
2 
Z  ( 6 . ; 0 ) .  
i=l 
When faced with such a problem, it is well-known that a Bayesian 
would choose a prior and compute the corresponding Bayes decision 
rules 6^ and 6^ for the experiments X^ and X^ and then choose 
the experiment with the smaller Bayes risk. He would only consider 
randomly choosing between the two experiments when the two Bayes risks 
are equal. 
If he follows the method outlined above and it was the case that 
0^ and à2 are unique, then it is easy to show that his resulting 
pair will always be admissible. However, the class of all pairs 
6 
obtained in this way does not form a complete class. On the other 
hand, if at least one of 5^ and ôg is not unique then the Bayesian 
will get a class of pairs rather than a unique one. This class 
usually contains both admissible and inadmissible pairs. 
For the above reasons, Meeden and Ghosh (1983), using the idea 
of "stepwise Bayes rules," have provided a technique to characterize 
the admissible pairs for this problem. This technique, when both the 
parameter space and the sample space are finite and the loss function 
is such that the prior risk is uniquely minimized by a member of the 
decision space, is summarized in a minimal complete class theorem. 
According to this theorem, the statistician can obtain an admissible 
pair for the above set up by choosing a sequence of mutually orthogonal 
priors that yields unique stepwise Bayes rules 6^ and 5^ 
for and and computing the Bayes risks under If the 
Bayes risks are not equal, he chooses the experiment with the smaller 
2 
Bayes risk. If they are equal, he computes the Bayes risks under \ . 
9 
If the Bayes risks under X~ are not equal then he chooses the experi­
ment with the smaller Bayes risk. Otherwise, he computes the Bayes 
risks under and so on until there exists a j* where 1 < j* < m 
i* 
such that one of the two Bayes risks under \ is smaller than the 
other. If this is the case, then the statistician chooses the experi­
ment with the smaller Bayes risk. If not, then it must be the case 
that the Bayes risks are equal under all the priors. In this case, the 
statistician can choose between the two experiments in any way he wants. 
7 
Conversely, every admissible pair can be obtained using this theorem. 
So far we have presented, for the purpose of simplicity, every­
thing in the case of two experiments with the same parameter space. 
However, as shown by Meeden and Ghosh the extension to the case of k 
experiments with the same (or different) parameter space(s) is true. 
Looking at the above set up for choosing between two experiments, 
we see that it was assumed that the class of all discrete probability 
measures, say F = [y] where y ~ defined on [1,2} was 
available to the statistician to choose from and, therefore, any admis­
sibility results will be relative to T. But this is not always the 
case, i.e., in some cases the statistician will, for some reason, find 
himself restricted to choose from a subclass of F, say F*. For 
example, suppose that observing costs c^ units where c^ < c < c^ 
and that the statistician is willing to use any y  = (y ,Y ) as long RV J. ^ 
as the expected cost is not more than c. In this case, the class of 
discrete probability measures available is no longer F, it is a 
2 
restricted subclass of F namely, F = E y.c. < c]. Therefore, 
c 1 1 
our interest is to characterize the admissible pairs (y,6) relative 
to F* where F* is any subclass of F, for example, F* could be 
F or even F itself. 
c 
In Section 2.1.1, adding this restriction to the set up given 
by Meeden and Ghosh (1983), a theorem that characterizes the admissible 
pairs relative to any arbitrary F* is given in the general case of 
k experiments. In the case when T* = F, the results of Section 2.1.1 
8 
yield the earlier results. 
Now, suppose that the statistician is interested in making his 
decision based on selecting a subset of experiments rather than a 
single one. In this case, we note that the selection of that subset 
could be made nonsequentially or sequentially. For this reason, we 
devote Sections 2.1,2 and 2.1.3 to show how the results of Section 
2.1.1 can be used to give a characterization of the class of admis­
sible pairs in the two cases of nonsequential and sequential selec­
tion respectively. 
So far, everything has been presented in the case when the 
parameter space is finite. However, obtaining an admissible estimator 
(or pair) using the stepwise Bayes procedure is not contingent on the 
finiteness of the parameter space. In other words, if the parameter 
space is not finite and it is easy to define a sequence of mutually 
orthogonal priors on it, then an admissible estimator (or pair) can 
be obtained using the method outlined before. However, in some cases 
it is not easy to define a set of mutually orthogonal priors on an 
infinite parameter space. For example, as we will soon see, in deci­
sion problems in finite population sampling the parameter space is 
N 
usually taken to be ]R , the N dimensional Euclidean space, and it 
is not easy to define a set of mutually orthogonal priors on such a 
parameter space. For this reason, Meeden and Ghosh (1982) introduced 
a concept called "finite admissibility." The basic idea of this 
concept is to have admissibility on every finite subset of the pa­
rameter space. More precisely, a decision rule Ô (or a pair (Y,ô)) 
9 
is said to be finitely admissible if for any parameter point 0^ 
there exists a finite parameter subset containing 0^ such that 
when 0^ is taken as a restricted parameter space, 6 (or (Y,ô)) is 
admissible. Moreover, they have shown that every finitely admissible 
decision rule (or pair) is admissible. 
A well-known area of applications of admissibility is finite 
population sampling; Suppose that in a population consisting of N 
units the interest is to estimate, with squared error loss, some 
parametric function, say r(y), where y = (y^^,... ,yjj) is a vector of 
N population values of some characteristic of interest and is assumed 
to belong to the N dimensional Euclidean space. A design p 
is a discrete probability measure defined on the set of all possible 
samples from this population. If Ô is an estimator of T(y) then 
it is interesting to ask if 6 is admissible when a design p is 
used where p belongs to some class of designs say P. A more interest­
ing question is whether or not there exists another pair (ô*,p') with 
p' € P such that (ô*,p') dominates (ô,p). If there does not exist 
such a pair then (ô,p) is said to be uniformly admissible relative 
to P. 
Now, by considering the samples to be the experiments available 
to the statistician, we see that the above questions are of the type 
N discussed in this chapter. Since the parameter space is ]R , the con­
cept of finite admissibility is so useful in proving admissibility and 
uniform admissibility in finite population sampling. In fact, using 
this idea, Meeden and Ghosh (1982 and 1983), Ghosh and Meeden (1982), 
10 
and Vardeman and Meeden (1983a, 1983b and 1984) have given various 
admissibility results in finite population sampling. 
If the interest is to study uniform admissibility relative to 
the class of designs of fixed sample size n then the theorem of 
choosing between experiments given by Meeden and Ghosh (1983) can be 
used by considering the set of all samples of size n along with the 
class of all designs defined on that set. However, if the interest is 
to study uniform admissibility relative to seme other class, say the 
class of designs of expected sample size n, then there is not any set 
of samples so that when used in connection with the class of all 
designs gives the class of designs of expected sample size n. For 
this reason, the theorem given in Section 2.1.1 is used in Chapter 3 
to give some uniform admissibility results relative to seme classes 
of designs. 
For estimating the population total, the uniform admissibility 
relative to the class of designs of expected sample size less than or 
equal to n of some different strategies is demonstrated in Section 
3.1.2, From those results, the uniform admissibility of those strate­
gies relative to the class of designs of fixed sample size n follows 
easily. 
In Section 3.1.3, following the line of argument given in Ghosh 
and Meeden (1982), an admissible estimator U* of a parametric func­
tion U is constructed where this function U is the finite popula-
P P 
tion sampling counterpart of a U-statistic. This class of functions 
contains as special cases the population mean, the population variance 
11 
and many others. It turns out that U* is just an appropriate multiple 
of the U-statistic corresponding to defined on the sample. In the 
special case when is the population total, U* turns out to be 
the classical estimator which was first proved to be admissible in 
Joshi (1965). Also, in the special case when is the population 
variance, the admissible estimator U* obtained here was first con­
structed in Ghosh and Meeden (1982). 
Godambe (1969) has given a uniform admissibility result relative 
to the class of designs of expected sample size n when estimating 
the population total. This result can be alternatively proved using 
the ideas of Chapter 2. 
As shown by Meeden, Ghosh and Vardeman (1984) another applica­
tion of utilizing the stepwise Bayes procedure in studying admissibility 
questions is in nonparametric problems. For instance, suppose 
X^,...,X^ is a random sample from an unknown distribution F which 
is assumed to belong to G, sane nonparametric family of distribution 
functions. For estimating, with squared error loss, T(F) = J^(t)dF(t) 
where ip is some specific function. Meeden, Ghosh, and Vardeman 
(1984) have shown that admissible estimators for T(F) can be obtained 
by considering only the subfamily of 0 consisting of all distribu­
tion functions which concentrate all their mass on a set of r distinct 
real numbers 0^,...,%^. If for every choice of an esti­
mator Ô is shown to be unique stepwise Bayes for r, then it is 
admissible for this simpler problem and hence it is admissible for 
the nonparametric problem as well. Moreover, they have shown that 
12 
there is a natural duality between admissible estimators in the non-
parametric problem and admissible estimators in the finite popula­
tion sampling problem. 
Using this idea of reducing the nonparametrie problem to a 
simpler one, we show in Section 3.2 that uniform admissibility re­
sults can be obtained as well. For estimating T(F), a uniformly 
admissible pair iy,à) relative to the class of designs of expected 
sample size less than or equal to n is obtained where 6 is the 
unique stepwise Bayes estimator against some sequence of mutually 
orthogonal priors and y is the design that chooses the random sample 
of size n with probability one. In Section 3.3, using the duality, 
obtained by Meeden, Ghosh, and Vardeman (1984), between admissible 
estimators in the nonparametric problem and admissible estimators in 
the sampling problem we show that there is a corresponding duality 
between the Bayes risks in the two problems. In the case of having 
a prior distribution that yields a unique Hayes rule for the non-
parametric problem, this Bayes risk duality leads to a uniform admis­
sibility duality between the two problems and consequently, uniform 
admissibility in one problem can be obtained by knowing it in the 
other. In particular, if 6 is unique Hayes for the nonparametric 
problem based on a random sample of size n then the corresponding 
estimator in the sampling problem along with any design of fixed sample 
size n is uniformly admissible relative to the class of designs of 
fixed sample size n, i.e., uniform admissibility relative to the class 
of designs of fixed sample size n for the sampling problem can be 
13 
obtained by only knowing a unique Bayes estimator based on a randan 
sample of size n in the nonparametric problem. 
14 
2. ADMISSIBILITY IN CHOOSING BETWEEN EXPERIMENTS 
Suppose that a statistician is faced with a decision problem about 
an unknown parameter G € Q where 0 is finite. Before making his 
decision he can observe, possibly at random, one of k possible 
experiments E^,...,Ej^ with corresponding random variables 
where the probability function for each experiment is indexed by 0. 
The problem for the statistician is how to choose between these 
experiments. The answer to this problem is given by Meeden and Ghosh 
(1983). This answer implicitly says that essentially the statistician 
need not randomize in his choice. In Section 2.1.1, we will be look­
ing at this problem in the case when the statistician is no longer able 
to choose freely among those experiments. In other words, in some 
cases the statistician will find himself, for some reason like cost or 
time limitation, restricted in his choice. Considering this restric­
tion we find that the statistician sometimes needs to randomize in a 
specific way in choosing among those experiments since choosing with 
probability one a specific experiment might not be available to him. 
In Section 2.1.2, we will be considering this problem when the 
interest is to choose nonsequentially n out of N experiments 
while in Section 2.1.3, we will be looking at it when the n experi­
ments are chosen sequentially. Section 2.2 gives scxne extensions of 
those results to the cases where the parameter spaces of the k 
experiments are different and (or) no longer finite, and also to the 
case when the sample spaces are no longer finite. 
15 
2.1. A Characterization of the Class of Admissible 
Pairs in Finite Problems 
2.1.1. For choosing one experiment 
Consider the decision problem specified by a finite parameter 
space G which contains the true but unknown state of nature 0, 
a decision space D with generic element d, a nonnegative loss func­
tion L(.,.) that satisfies the property that for any prior distri­
bution \ on 0, 2L(d,9)\(9), asa function of d is uniquely 
e  
minimized by a member of D, and a collection of k random variables 
{x^,...,Xj^} with finite sample spaces and families 
{F^,...,Fj^} of possible probability functions where = {f^; 9€0} 
and F^ satisfies the assumption that for each x^ € there exists 
a 0 € 0 such that fg(x^) > 0. Let 5^ i = l,...,k denote a 
typical decision function (possibly randomized) frcm to D with 
risk function r. ( ô . ; 9 ) .  Let F = {y} be the class of all possible 
probability measures defined on {l,2,...,k} where y = (Yj_> • • • > 
and Y- the probability of observing X. under y .  Let F* be 
i 1 fv 
an arbitrary subset of P. (For example, suppose observing X. costs 
k ^ 
c. units then F* could be fv; L y - c .  <  cj where c is some 
1 ~ i=l 1 ^  -
fixed cost such that c. <c. < ... < c <c<c. < ... < c .) 
^1 ^2 ^£+1 ^k 
The problem is how to choose the pair (y> S )  w h e r e  Y  €  P *  a n d  
r\J  ^ f\j 
jô ( 62 > • • * » ) • 
Before stating the main results of this section, which characterizes 
the class of admissible pairs for this problem, we need the following 
16 
notations and definitions: 
For a pair (y,ôj, the risk function is 
k 
r(Y,ô; e )  =  Z  y . r  (Ô.jG )  
r\j r>j . X I J. 
and the Bayes risk against some prior distribution, say X, is 
k 
R(Y,a;&) = Z Y-R. (ô.;A.) 
rv t\J i.~l 
where R^(ô^;\) is the Bayes risk of 6^ against 
Let TT^{x^;X) = S fQ(x^)X.(9), i = l,...,k be the marginal prob­
ability function of under the prior X. Two priors and 
(i ^ j) are said to be orthogonal if 0(A.^) fl 0 (A.^ ) is empty where 
0(.X^) = {0: X^(0) >0} r = i,j. For a set of priors 
define the following sets associated with the i^^ random variable; 
AT = TT^lx^-,X~) > 0} 
and 
r 4 r 
= [x_: U A^ and tt^(x^;X ) > o} 
j=l 
for r = 2,...,m . 
Note that some of the A^'s might be empty and that the set associated 
with a particular prior depends on the other priors in the sequence 
and its place in the sequence. 
17 
Definition 2.1 (Meeden and Ghosh (1983)); 
A decision rule 6^, defined on is said to be stepwise Bayes 
against if ô^(Xj_) = ô^(x^) for all Ç for 
r T  
r = l,...,m wiiere 6^ is Bayes against X . 
From this definition, we notice that a stepwise Bayes rule is 
defined in terms of an ordered set of priors and a different ordering 
of those priors often results in a different stepwise Bayes rule. This 
definition also implies that a stepwise Bayes rule against 
is necessarily a Bayes rule against but it need not be Bayes 
against r = 2,...,m. Finally, we see that if are 
r 
such that U 0{\ ) = 0 then the stepwise Hayes rule in this case 
r=l 
is unique, however, the converse is not necessarily true. 
Now, the following theorem provides a characterization of the 
class of admissible pairs for the problem. 
Theorem 2.1; 
1 w. 
Suppose that ...A" is a set of mutually orthogonal prior 
distributions such that; 
k 
i) U is nonempty for r = 1,2,...,m (2.1) 
m k k 
ii) U ( U A^) = U X. (2.2) 
r=l i=l ^ i=l ^ 
18 
iii) is stepwise Bayes against for the 
i^^ problem i=l,...,k (2.3) 
Define the following sets ; 
= [y: R(Y,ô;X^) = inf R(Y,5;k^)] 
- - - yer* 
(J)(X A ) = [y: R(Y,6;& ) = inf , R(Y,Ô;\ )} 
YE4,(\ ) ~ " 
*(X = {y: = inf R(Y,Ô;&™)] 
^^,,1 ,m-l. 
Then for any y Ç 4>. a"*) > (y,ô) is admissible relative to T* 
if and only if (y,6) is admissible relative to 
Before proving the theorem, we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1: 
Let be a set of mutually orthogonal priors and let 
(y,6) be a pair such that 6. is stepwise Bayes against 
rj r\j 1 
for the i^^ problem i = l,...,k and y € • If (y°,ô°) 
is a pair which is at least as good as (y,ô) then, 6=6° and 
r\j i\t nj 
y° E ç(X^,...,X^) as well. 
Proof : 
Since (y°,ô°) is at least as good as (y,6), then 
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r ( ^ ° , 6 ° ; e ) < r ( Y , 5 ; e )  V G € Q  
and, hence, 
V r = l,...,m . (2.4) 
On the other hand, for m = 1 we have 
R{v°,ô°;>l^) > R(y°,ô;X^) {'.* ô is stepwise Bayes) 
r\j i\i t\t rv 
> R(Y,Ô;À^) (*.• Y € (2.5) 
(2.4), (2.5) and the uniqueness assumption on the loss function imply 
that 0^ = 6° for E i = l,...,k and y° € <j>(\^). 
n 
Assume for m = n that 5. = 6. for x. Ç U A. i = l,...,k 
^ ^ ^ r=l 
and Y° € 4^X^,...,^^). Now, using this induction hypothesis we find 
that for m = n+1. 
R(Y°,6°;X"*^) > R(Y°,6;X"*^) > R(Y,5;X"*^) (2.6) 
rO ~ — rv rj 
(2.4), (2.6) and the uniqueness assumption on the loss function imply 
that Ô. = 6° on U A^ i = l,...,k and y° ^  (p(X^,... ). 
1 1 r=l 1 
Note that the lemma is also true if (y°,ô°) dominates (y>ô). 
fv fv fv fu 
Proof of Theorem 2.1; 
Suppose (Y,6) is admissible relative to (pCX.^,...,A."*). If 
(Y,ô) is not admissible relative to T*, then it is dominated by some 
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other pair, say (Y°,Ô°), where € T*. By Lemma 2.1, 6° = ^ and 
Y° ^  i.e., (Y°,Ô) dominates (Y,Ô) where both Y 
rv fu (V» f\t i\t fv 
and Y° belong to which is a contradiction. 
Now, suppose iy,à) is admissible relative to F*, but not admis­
sible relative to then it is dominated by some other 
pair, say (Y*,5*), with y* € which is a contradic­
tion and the proof is complete. 
Remark 2.1; 
It is obvious that if there exists r* where r* = l,...,m 
1 r* 
such that (J) (\ , , . .  , X  ) contains only one element, say y'> then 
(Y',0) is admissible relative to F*. On the other hand, if 
contains more than one element, then according to this 
theorem we have to show admissibility relative to in 
order to show admissibility relative to F*. However, part (i) of 
the following Corollary shows that under an additional assumption, it 
is enough to have y ^ in order to have admissibility 
relative to r * .  
Corollary 2.1; 
i )  I f  ( t ) )  c o n t a i n s  m o r e  t h a n  o n e  e l e m e n t  a n d  i f  
for all y ^ y' £ (or € F*) neither {y,à) dominates 
nj nj t\j r\j 
(Y' , ô ) nor vice versa, then for any y  Ç ( y , à )  is 
r\j r\J r\j f\j r\j 
admissible relative to F*. 
ii) If (y,ô) is admissible relative to F*, then there exists 
a set of mutually orthogonal priors such that (2,1), (2.2) and (2.3) 
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are true and y € . 
Proof ; 
i) Suppose (y',6') where y' S F* dominates (y,5), then by 
r\j fv r\j r\j 
Lemma 2 . 1 ,  à ' = b  and y '  Ç i.e., (y',6) dominates 
(y,6) where both y and y ' belong to cj) , .. . which is a f\t r\j Aj 
contradiction. 
ii) Since (y,ô) is admissible relative to r*, then there 
exists a prior, say against which ( y , ô )  is Bayes. Note that 
1 ^ 1  1  R ( y , 6 ; X  )  =  E  y - R -(ô.;X ), i.e., 6. restrict e d  to A. is Bayes 
. « 1 x 1  1  1  1=1 
for i = l,...,k. Now, it must be the case that y € (}>(\^) other­
wise (y,6) is not Bayes against . Let (})*(X^) = {(Y,ô°); ô° = 
rv fv r\j fv 1 
^i ^i i = l,...,k}, i.e., 4)*(A.^) is the class of all pairs 
which are Bayes against Note that (y,6) belongs to (})*(\^). 
If c})*(X^) consists of only one pair, namely (y,ô), then the proof 
is complete. So suppose this is not the case and consider the re­
stricted problem with 0 g 0(>l^) and the risk set of c})*(A.^). For 
this problem (y,6) is admissible with respect to i.e., 
there does not exist any member in that dominates (y,ô) 
otherwise ( y , 6 )  is inadmissible for the original problem as well. 
2 
Hence, there exists a prior, say X , against which (y,6) is Hayes. 
1 2 
As before, 6^ restricted to U is Bayes for i = 1,...,K 
and y €  Let (t)*(A.^,>L^) =  { ( Y ,ô° ) ;  Ô? =  6. on U A^ 
f v  l O i v l l  1 1  
X 2 for i = l,...,k}, i.e., (j)* (X ,X ) is the class of all pairs which are 
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1 2 
Bayes within (j)*(A. ) against X . Continue this way until we get 
a set of mutually orthogonal priors, say such that 
consists of only one element, namely (^,6). Remove 
r ^ r frcm this set of priors all priors X under which y A. is empty. 
i=l ^ 
Note that m is finite since 0 is finite and the proof is complete. 
Remark 2.2; 
m 
If the set of priors is such that Q = U Q ( X  ) ,  then it is 
r=l 
easy to see that part (i) of Corollary 2.1 is true without the assump­
tion that "for all y ^ y' € (or r*) neither (y,ô) 
rv rv 
dominates (y',6) nor vice versa." This alternative assumption will 
be used later in the applications. 
Note that without any of the above two assumptions, the class 
might contain inadmissible solutions. To see that we 
consider the following example: 
Let and be two experiments with corresponding random 
variables and and 
r(Y°,ô;9) = r(y',6;9) V 9 Z 8_ 
r\j fyj r\j O 
and 
r(Y°,6;8o) < r(Y',6;8 ) 
ru fv O r\j O 
where y° = (1 0), y' = (y' y') with 0 < y' < 1 and 6 is unique 
stepwise Bayes against sane sequence of priors. Suppose that observ­
ing E^ costs units i = 1,2 where Cg < c < c^ and we want to 
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choose between these two experiments such that the expected cost is 
2 
not more than c. In this case, F* = Cy' Z Y-c. < c]. Now, assume 
~ i=l ^ ^  
that none of the priors puts positive mass on 0^. in this case, 
R(Y,o;X^) is the same for any y € F* and for all r = l,...,m, 
i.e., ... ,X.™) = r*. Hence, y' = (0 1) € although 
(y',à) is inadmissible. In this case, it is easy to see that the 
r\j r>j 2 
admissible pair is {Y*,ô) where v* is such that Z yfc. = c. fv rv r\j m 1=1 
On the other hand, with either of the two assumptions mentioned 
in Remark 2.2, if the problem has no admissible solutions then 
... jX"*) will be empty. But without any of these assumptions 
there could be some cases where the problem has no admissible solu­
tions and is nonempty. This can be shown using the 
example given in the previous paragraph but with F* as F* = 
2 
{Y- Z Y c. < c}. In this case, there are no admissible solutions. 
~ i=l ^ ^ 1 
However, (|)(\ ,...,A."') = F*. 
Remark 2.3; 
In Meeden and Ghosh (1983), it was assumed that "for all 
i ^ i ' = l,...,k neither r^(ôj^;0) dominates r^,(ô^,;0) nor vice 
versa." For k = 2, it is easy to see that this assumption implies 
the assumption that "for all y ^ y' £ ({,(X^,... (or € p*) neither 
(Y,Ô ) dominates [ y ' , à )  nor vice versa," (i.e., the assumption given 
r\j f\j r\j r<J 
in part (i) of Corollary 2.1) and, hence, it is enough to use the 
first assumption instead of the later one. However, the following 
example shows that this is not the case for k > 2; 
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Let X , i = 1,2,3 be three random variables with = {0,l} 
and G = {O, 1/3, 2/3, l}. Let £^(0) = f^(l) =1 for i = 1,2,3, 
fJ/3(0) = fi/3(l) = 1/4, fg/stO) = fg/gtl) = ^1/3(0) = 1/3 and 
£2/3(0) = 1/2. Let A. be the prior that assigns its mass to 0 
and 1. It is easy to see, using squared error loss, that the unique 
Bayes estimator for is 0^(0) = 0 = 1-0^(1) for i = 1,2,3 
and the risk vectors are (0, 13/35, 8/35, 0), (0, 7/35, 12/35, 0) 
and (0, 12/35, 10/36, 0). It is obvious that for all i ^ i' =1,2,3 
neither r^(ô^;0) dominates r^,(ô^,;9) nor vice versa. Now, con­
sider the pairs (y',ô) and (y",6) where y' = (1/13 10/13 2/13) 
i\t nj rj r\j <\f 
and y" = (0 9/13 4/13). It is easy to show that r(y',ô;0) = 
r(y",û;0) = 0 for 0 = 0,1 and r{y',ô;2/3) = r(y",ô;2/3) = 148. 
ru <v r\j r\j t\j 
But r(y',ô;l/3) = 107 < 111 = r(y",6;l/3), i.e., (y',6) dominates 
r\j i\j fv fv rsJ 
(y",ô). From this, we see that the assumption given by Meeden and 
Ghosh (1983) is satisfied while the assumption given in part (i) of 
Corollary 2.1 is not. Now, it is clear that R(y,6;X) = 0 for any 
Y and, hence, $(X) = F. In particular, y" € ^(^) although (y",ô) 
is inadmissible. This shows that the assumption that "for all 
i ^ i' = 1,2,3 neither r^(ô^;9) dominates r^,(ô^,;0) nor vice 
versa" is not enough to ensure that for every member in (p(X) the 
corresponding pair is admissible. 
Remark 2.4; 
We have assumed that the loss function is such that the prior 
risk is uniquely minimized by a member of D. A case in which this 
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assumption is satisfied is when the loss function is strictly convex 
(DeGroot and Rao (1963)). An example of such loss function is the 
squared error loss function, 
2.1.2. For choosing nonsequentially more than one experiment 
Through the previous section we have been looking at the problem 
of characterizing the admissible pairs in the case when the statis­
tician is interested in making his decision by choosing one experi­
ment out of k experiments. However, there might be some cases 
where the statistician may want to make his decision by choosing non­
sequentially a subset of the k experiments rather than a single one. 
For this reason, we devote this section to show how the admissible 
pairs in this problem can be characterized using the results of the 
former section. 
Let 0, D and L(.,.) be as specified in the previous section. 
Let X* = {x*,...,x*} be a collection of N independent random 
variables with finite sample spaces {X*,...,X.*} and corresponding 
families of possible probability functions where = 
[HG: 0 € 0} i = 1,...,N. Assume that satisfies the property 
that for each x* 6  X *  there exists a 0  €  0  such that h^fx*) > 0 .  
Now, the interest is to make some decision about 0 after choosing 
nonsequentially a subset of size n from X*. 
This problem can be reformulated so that it becomes of the form 
of the decision problem given in the previous section. For instance, 
since the interest is to choose a subset of size n frcxn X* then 
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there are ) such subsets. Set k = (^) and let X = 
i.e., X is the set of k random vectors of length n generated 
from X*. If a member of X, say X^, comes from choosing 
X *  ,  X *  ,  . . . ,  X *  where without loss of generality we assume 
^1 ^2 ^n 
i^ < ig < ... < i^, then the sample space of X^, say X^, is 
X. = fx. = (X. , X. , ..,, X } where x € X* ; for each x. 
a a 0 € 0 such that f (x. ) = H h ^(x* ) > O}. 
d ~D ^=1 0 
Letting 6^ j = l,...,k denote a typical decision function 
(possibly randomized) from X^ to D with risk function r^Cô^;©) 
and r* = {y} be a class of probability measures defined on 
{l,...,k} we see that the problem of choosing an admissible pair 
(Y,O) relative to F* in this case is of the type considered in the 
previous section and, hence, all the results given in that section 
are applicable here. 
If we call Y ^ design and we take F* = F then this version 
gives admissibility results relative to the class of designs of fixed 
sample size n. 
Remark 2.5; 
It is easy now to see that the above ideas can be extended to 
the more general case when the statistician can make his decision by 
choosing any subset of any size frcxn X*. In this case, X* generates 
the set of subsets X = {{x^}, (x^}, ..., [x^^] where [x.} is the 
^  N  
collection of subsets of size i from X*. Note X has Z ( ) 
£=1 
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N N 
subsets. Set k = 2 („) and let 6. j =l,...,k be a decision 
X=1 ] 
function (possibly randomized) from X^, the sample space of the 
subset, to D. Letting F* = {Y} be a class of discrete probability 
measures defined on {l,...,k} we see that the admissible pairs 
(y,Ô) relative to P* can be characterized using the procedure given 
in Section 2,1.1. 
k 
As above, if we call y & design and we take F* = CY " 2 Y-" -
~ ~ j=l ^ ^ 
= n} where n^ is the size of the j subset, then any admissibility 
results obtained this way will be relative to the class of designs of 
expected sample size n. 
Note that both the classes of designs of fixed sample size n 
and of expected sample size n are common classes in finite popula­
tion sampling where samplers are usually interested in proving admis­
sibility relative to either one of them. In Chapter 3, we will be 
using the ideas of this section to give scxne admissibility results 
relative to those classes of designs. 
2.1.3. For choosing sequentially more than one experiment 
In this section, we consider the problem of characterizing the 
admissible pairs when choosing, contrary to the previous section, 
sequentially a subset of experiments. 
Consider a decision problem with 0, D and L(',«) as specified 
in Section 2.1.1. Let X* = {X*,...,X*} be a collection of N 
independent random variables (that correspond to N experiments) with 
finite sample spaces {X|,...,X*} and corresponding families of 
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possible probability functions {H ^, ... where = 
[hg: 0 € 0} i = 1,...,N. Assume that satisfies the property 
that for each xf Ç X| there exists a 0 € 0 such that 
h^^x*) > 0. 
The interest is to estimate some parametric function, say T(0), 
based on choosing sequentially a subset of size n(n < N) from X*. 
This problem can be viewed as follows ; Let Q denote the class 
of all probability measures, q(x*), that chooses sequentially a sub­
set of size n from X*. Since each Xf is finite, Q contains 
only a finite number of elements, say k, i.e. 
Q = j = 1,2, 
A typical element in Q can be written as 
q.(x*) = p. (i-, )p. (i |x* )p. (i.lx* ,x* ) ... p (i |x* ,...,x* ) 
3 : -L : ^ il D il I2 ] * ^n-l 
where Pj(i^) is the probability, under q^(•), of choosing a member 
of X* to be observed first and p.(i |x* ) is the probability, 
D  ^  
under q^(•), of choosing a member from X* to be observed second 
given that X* = x* and so on. 
^1 ^1 
Let X and X^ be defined as follows ; 
n i. 
X = [x = (x* ,.,.,x* ): For each x a a 0 € 0 3 h^(x) = H h^^(x* )> 
1 n j=l j 
<j = [x € X: qj(x) >0} j = l,2,.,.,k, 
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i.e., X  is the set of all possible vectors of length n chosen 
frcxn X* such that each x E X can be observed under at least one 
0 € 0. While Xj is the subset of X that receives positive mass 
under q^ ( • ). Now, taking X^ to be the sample space of a randcxn 
vector, say X^, we see that the probability function, say fgCO, 
is 
From now on we will call qj(•) a sequential design. 
It is clear now that each sequential design q^C") defines a 
finite subset X. of X. Those finite subsets X,,...,X, can be 
3  X  K  
viewed as sample spaces of random vectors, say with 
families of possible probability functions where 
Fj = {fgi 6 € 0} j = l,...,k satisfies the assumption that for 
each X  Ç X .  there exists a 0 Ç 0  such that f^{x) > 0. Now, i\j 3 0 ~ 
letting ôj denote a typical decision function (possibly randomized) 
from Xj to D with risk function r^Cô^;©), we see that the problem 
of choosing a sequential design along with a decision rule is of the 
form of the problem of choosing between experiments given in Meeden 
and Ghosh (1983) (and also of the type of the problem considered in 
Section 2.1.1 with r* = F). For the purpose of completeness, and 
utilizing the theorem given in Meeden and Ghosh (1983), we give the 
following theorem which provides a characterization of the admissible 
pairs for this problem: 
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Theorem 2.2; 
a) Let be a set of mutually orthogonal prior 
distributions such that 
k 
i) U is nonempty for r = l,2,...,m (2.7) 
j=i : 
m k k 
ii) U ( U Ai) = U X. (2.8) 
r=l j=l ^ j=l ] 
iii) 6j is stepwise Bayes against 
for the Xj problem j=l,...,k (2.9) 
Define the following sets; 
cp(^^) = {j: R.(ô.A^) = inf R.(6.;\^)} 
= [j: R.{ô.;X^) = inf R^(6-;A.^}} 
^ ^ iecp(r) ^ ^ 
... A™) = [j: = inf ^ R^(ô^;X'")}. 
" ^ i€v(x-,...,x- -) " " 
Then, 
1 r* 
a.l) If there exists r* such that cp(X , . . . , X  ) consists of 
only one element, say j*, then (q^*, 6^*) is admissible relative 
to 2. 
a.2) If cpOi.^,... ,X^) contains more than one element and if 
m 
U G(X^) = 0 then for any j Ç cp(k ,...,1^), (q., 0-) is admissible 
r=l ^ ] 
relative to 0. (Also, any random choice between those pairs will 
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result in an admissible pair.) 
b) If (g^,, 6j,) is admissible relative to Q then there 
exists a set of mutually orthogonal priors, say such that 
(2.7), (2.8) and (2.9) are true and j' € cp(X^,... ,\"'). 
Remark 2.6; 
Note that part a.2) is true if we replace the assumption 
m 
" U O(X^) = 0" by the assumption that "for any two probability 
r=l ^ ^ 
distributions y and -y' defined on cp(\ , . . .  , X  ), neither (y,6) 
r*j rv !\i rv 
dominates iy',à) nor vice versa where Ô = (ô-,,..., 6, )". 
pj r\j ± K 
The term "pair" used here to denote (g^, 5^ ) say, doesn't 
have the same meaning as that used in previous sections. For instance, 
the notation (g^, 6^ ) is used to indicate experiment X ^ that is 
defined by the seguential design g^ and ôj is the decision rule 
to be used in connection with X^. For such a pair, the risk function 
is 
r(qj,6j;e) = r(ôj;8) 
and the Bayes risk against some prior, say X ,  is 
From the way the sets cp(X^), cp(X.^,X^), ..., cp(X^,..., A.^) are 
constructed, we see that for any j* € ... ,X™), the corresponding 
gj* is just the seguential design that gives, at each stage, the 
minimum Bayes risk among all other seguential designs. This design. 
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is in fact the sequential design that is determined by backward 
induction. Utilizing one prior distribution, a description of back­
ward induction in sequential problems that deals with stopping rules 
(i.e., with sequential problems where the number of observations is 
not fixed in advance) is given in DeGroot (1970). A slight modifica­
tion to this description yields a backward induction technique that 
fits the frame of the sequential problem considered in this section, 
namely, the sequential problem where the number of observations is 
fixed in advance. This modification, also, may utilize a set of 
mutually orthogonal prior distributions. 
2.2. Extension of the Results of Section 2.1 
2.2.1. To the case of different parameter spaces 
Throughout Section 2.1.1, we have assumed that for any 
i = 1,...,k the parameter space is 0, Now, suppose this is not 
the case, i.e., suppose that has a parameter space 0^ then 
by taking the union of those 0^'s that are different to be a ccanmon 
parameter space, say 0, for the X^'s i = l,...,k and defining for 
X^ a new sample space X,- = U {a^} along with a new probability 
function where 
l^^(x') = fgfx ) for 0 € 0. and x' ^  a. 
y 1 y 1 X 1 1 
for 0 € 0. 1 
and X Î  
1 
S  a. 
1 
for 6 g 0. 
1 
and x! 
1 
a. 
1 
for CD
 
0. 
1 and 
= a. 
1 
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We see that all the assumptions required in Section 2,1.1 are satis­
fied in this case and, hence, all the results given in that section 
remain true. 
This argument is also applicable to Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3. 
However, it might not be useful in the cases when the 0^'s are 
much different from each other. 
2.2.2. To the case of nonfinite problems 
In Section 2.1, we have assumed that the sample spaces, 's 
i = l,...,k, are finite. However, the results of that section remain 
true in the case when the sample spaces, X^'s, are countable provided 
that each decision rule 6 has a finite risk. 
Also, in Section 2.1, the parameter space is taken to be a finite 
set. However, as we see from the proofs. Theorem 2.1, and part (i) 
of Corollary 2.1 are independent of that assumption. That is, if the 
parameter space is not finite and it is easy to define a full sequence 
of orthogonal priors on that parameter space then both the theorem 
and that part of the corollary are applicable. However, in some cases 
as we will see in the sampling problem, it is not easy to define a 
sequence of priors on a parameter space that is not finite. For such 
cases, the following notion of "finite admissibility" introduced by 
Meeden and Ghosh (1982) can be used to prove admissibility; 
Definition 2.2; 
An estimator ô (or a pair (y,Ô)) is said to be finitely 
admissible (or finitely admissible relative to p*) if given any 
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parameter point 6^ Ç 0, there exists a finite subset 0^ of 0 
containing 9^ such that if 9 is assumed to belong to 0^ then 
6 (or (Y,ô)) is admissible (admissible relative to F*). 
As shown by Meeden and Ghosh (1982), every finitely admissible 
estimator (or pair) is admissible. 
According to this notion of finite admissibility, in order to 
prove admissibility when the parameter space is no longer finite we 
need to prove admissibility on every finite subset of the parameter 
space. This might seem hard to do, however, as we will see in the 
next chapter this is very easy when choosing properly a finite sub­
set of the parameter space that is rich enough so that when admis­
sibility is proved on it, it insures admissibility on every finite 
subset of the parameter space. In fact, as we will see in the next 
chapter, Meeden and Ghosh have introduced such a subset to prove admis­
sibility in finite population sampling. 
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3. APPLICATIONS 
3.1. In Finite Population Sampling 
3.1.1. Some preliminaries 
Consider a finite population with units labeled 1, 2, N. 
Let be the value of a single characteristic attached to the i^ 
unit. The vector y = (y^,...,y^) is the unknown state of nature 
and is assumed to belong to 0 the N dimensional Euclidean 
space. A subset s = • • • J ^^CS  [l,...,N] is called a sample 
of size n(s). A discrete probability measure, p, defined on the set 
S of all possible samples from this population is called a design. 
Suppose that for estimating some real valued function, say T(y), 
with squared error loss, one uses an estimator, say e(s,y) (e(s,y), 
depends on y only through y{s) = (y. ,...,y. )) along with a 
^1 ^n(s) 
design p then (p, e(s,y)) is a typical decision strategy with 
risk function 
2 
r(p,e;y) = E [e(s,y) - T(y)] p(s) 
ses 
= Z r (e(s,yj;y) p(s) . (3.1) 
ses s 
Now, we restate the definitions of admissibility in the frame 
work of finite population sampling. 
Definition 3.1; 
An estimator e is said to be admissible when using a design 
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p if there does not exist any other estimator e' with r(p,e';y) < 
r(p,e;y), for all y £ Q with strict inequality for some y € 0. 
Definition 3.2; 
A pair (P,e) is said to be uniformly admissible relative to some 
class of designs, say P, if p € P and there does not exist any other 
pair (p',e'), with p' € P such that r(p*,e';y) < r(p,e;y) for all 
y € 0 with strict inequality for some y € 0. 
By considering the set of all possible samples from a given popula­
tion to be the set of experiments available to a statistician, we see 
that the problem of choosing a uniformly admissible pair (p,e) rela­
tive to some class of designs is of the type considered in Chapter 2. 
Since the parameter space here is not finite, then the extension given 
in Section 2.2.2, which is based on the notion of finite admissibility, 
will be used. As we mentioned in Section 2.2.2, proving finite (uniform) 
admissibility will be easy if we choose properly a finite subset of 
the parameter space. In fact. Meeden and Ghosh (1983) introduced such 
a subset as follows; For any point y° € 0 containing distinct values 
they took the finite subset to be 0(a^,... ) = [y: 
for some j = l,...,r; for all i = 1,...,N }. It is obvious that 
is a finite subset of 0 and it contains y°. Moreover, 
it is clear from the way 0(a^,...,a^) is chosen that if an estimator 
(pair) is shown to be admissible (uniformly admissible) when consider­
ing 0(a^,...,a^) then this result is also true when considering any 
other finite subset of 0 which implies that the estimator (pair) is 
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finitely (uniformly) admissible. Using these kind of subsets along 
with the results given in Chapter 2, we will be giving some finite 
(uniform) admissibility results in finite population sampling. In 
particular, for estimating the population total, the finite uniform 
admissibility (and, hence, uniform admissibility) relative to the 
class of designs of expected sample size less than or equal to n 
of some different strategies is demonstrated in Section 3.1.2. While 
in Section 3.1.3, a finitely admissible (and, hence, an admissible) 
estimator of the population counterpart of a U-statistic is con­
structed following the line of argument given in Ghosh and Meeden (1982). 
In fact, this estimator turns out to be a multiple of the U-statistic. 
3.1.2. Uniform admissibility when estimating the population total 
N 
For estimating the population total, E y., Basu (1971) has 
i=l ^ 
proposed the following estimator ; 
e (s,y) = S y. + (l/n(s))[ S (y./m.)][ S m ] (3.2) 
les ^ iCs 1 1 igs 1 
where m = (m^,...,m^J is a vector of positive prior guesses for the 
vector y = (y^,...,y^). His motivation for this estimator is as fol­
lows ; Suppose that before observing the sample, the statistician is 
willing to make a prior guess m^ for the value y^ i = 1,...,N. 
After the sample s is observed the ratios y^/m^'s, i€s beccxne known. 
If these ratios are approximately equal, then the unobserved ratios 
will probably take on similar values as well. This suggests that 
given the sample one could assume that any unobserved ratio takes on 
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the value of an observed ratio with probability l/n(s). Therefore, 
given the sample, the expected value of any y^*, i* 2 s is 
(l/n(s))[m.* Z (y./m.)] and, hence, we have the estimator defined 
^ iGs ^ ^ 
in (3.2), 
Meeden and Ghosh (1983) have shown that e^(s,y) is admissible 
under any design. Now, the following theorem identifies seme designs 
so that when used with e^{s,y) then the pair is uniformly admissible 
relative to the class of designs of expected sample size less than or 
equal to n. Before stating the theorem we need to introduce the 
following notations; 
P-l = [p: Z n(s)p{s) < n} i.e. P is the class of designs of 
s ES 
expected sample size less than or equal to n (n < N). 
S* = fs: s€S and Em. = max 2 m.1 where S is the 
" i€s ^ s'€S i€s' ^  
n 
set of samples of size n. 
= {p: p€P^ and p(s) =0 if sgS*]. 
Theorem 3.1; 
For estimating the population total with squared error loss, the 
pair (p,e^(s,y)) where p E P* is uniformly admissible relative to 
Pi-
Proof ; 
For any point y° € 0 containing distinct values (r < 
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of the ratios y^/m^'s let 
0j^(ai ,  . . .  ,ar  ) =  [y:  for some j = l,...,r; for all 
i = 1,. . . , N }  
and 
^(a^,... .a^,) = {y: yj^/m^ = CC^ for some j = l,...,r; for all 
i = 1,...,N and each appears at least once for 
j = l,...,r}. 
1 r — 
Now, define the set of priors \ on 0^ in 
the following manner; puts mass g on each point in the set 
^ = £ 
U n (a.) and \ , £ = 2,...,r is defined on the set 
j=l ^ 
U 0 (a. , a. , a. ) as follows; 
jl < 02 <•..< 1 2 
o 1 1 ^ w (i )_1 2  
\^(y) = T ... f % vjy k n a. 
o o k=l k=l 
where w (j^) is the number of (y./m.)'s in y which are equal 
^ ^ r 
to a. . Note that w (j. ) > 1 for any j and Z w (j ) = N. 
y k - k k=i y ^ 
Meeden and Ghosh (1983) have shown that for any sample s, e^(s,y) 
is unique stepwise Bayes against this set of priors when the 
parameter space is 0^(aj_, •.. ,0!.^ ). Therefore, according to remark 2.2, 
in order to prove the above theorem it suffices to show that the class 
1 r 
of designs , ...,À ) = P^. 
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Letting i = the risk of a pair (p,e^) 
where P € is 
r (p,e ;y ) = E p{s)[n ^ (s)( Z z. )( Em.) - ( E z m.) 
s€S iÇs ^ igs igs ^ 
N 2 
= S p(s)[ E a. z.] 
ses i=l 
where a. =n (s)(Em.) for i € s and a. = - m. for i g s. 
igs 1 1 
It is obvious that the Bayes risk of (p,e^) under is zero. Now, 
p 
under any A. , £ = 2,...,r the ratios y^/m^'s are finitely exchange-
0 
able. Therefore, the Bayes risk of (p,e^) under \ is 
N  2  2  ^  N  
)  =  2 P(s)[( E a ) E(z ) + E Z a a E(z z )] 
s6S i=l i=l j=l ^ 
where the expectations are taken with respect to the marginal priors 
P ^ 
under X'". Since l a. =0 then, 
i=l 
N 
R( P , E.;X~) =  E p(s)[ E af (E(zf) - E(z z )}]. 
^ s€S i=l ^ ^ ^ 
2 
By the Schwarz inequality, we have E(z^) - Efz^zg) > 0. Hence, 
p  2  ^  2  
inf R(p,e..;X ) = [E(z ) - E(z z )] inf E p(s)( E a. ) 
pePi  p€P^ ses  i=i  1 '= 
= [E(z^)-E(z z ) ] inf E P ( S)[n ^(s){ E m.)^+ E m^] (3.3) 
PST^ ses igs ^ igs ^ 
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By ordering the m.'s such that > m,_, > ... > m and letting 1 (1) — (2) — — (N) 
n(s) 
S.ls, = [s: seSnIs, ^n(s) the set of 
samples of size n(s), S = U S . and p = {p: pÇp-, and p(s) = 
n(s)=i "(s; 
0 if sgS] we note that the set of designs that gives the infimum of 
(3.3) is a subset of p. Therefore, 
inf R(p,e = [E(z^)-E(z z ) ]inf Z p(s)[n ^(s ) ( Z m.)^+ E m^] 
p€P^ p€P ses igs ^ igs ^ 
2 N 
= [E(z )-E(z z )] inf Z p(i)V(i) 
p€P i=l 
where p(i) is the probability, under the design p, of selecting 
the sample of size i that has the largest m^'s and ^(i) is 
_1 N 2 N 
Y(i) = i ( E m .) + Z m i = 1,...,N where Y(N) = 0 
j=i+l j=i+l 
Let Y(') be the function that results from connecting the points 
(i,Y(i)) and (i+1,^(i+1)), i = 1,...,N-1. As we will show in Exam­
ple 6,1, Y(') is a decreasing convex function on (0,N). Hence, 
N 
inf Z p(i)'^(i) = Y(n) 
pep i=l 
Note that >i'(n) = ^(n) (assuming n is a positive integer < N). 
Therefore, 
inf R(p,e = [E(z^) - E(z z )]Y(n) (3.4) 
PfPl 
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The right hand side of (3.4) is just the Bayes risk of a pair (p,e^) 
where p Ç p*, i.e., and the proof is complete. 
Note that if all the m^'s are distinct then contains only 
one design, that is the design which puts probability one on the sample 
with the n largest mu's, i.e., the good designs which we have found 
for e^(s,y) are essentially nonrandom in nature. 
In the case when all the mu's are equal, e^(s,y) specializes 
to the classical estimator namely, 
e (s,y) = n ^(s)N Z y . 
^ i€s ^ 
Letting = [p: p(s) =0 if sgS^], i.e., the class of designs 
of fixed sample size n, we see that the following corollary is an 
immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1. 
Corollary 3.1; 
For estimating the population total with squared error loss, the 
pair (p,e2) where p € is uniformly admissible relative to P^. 
Remark 3.1; 
Meeden and Ghosh (1983) tried to show that (p,e^) where p £ F* 
is uniformly admissible relative to P^. In the course of the proof, 
they used the assumption that "neither r^(e^;y) dominates rg,(e^;y) 
nor vice versa for all s, s'€S^," But as we have seen in Remark 2.3, 
this assumption is not enough when contains more than two samples. 
However, this uniform admissibility result is still valid. In fact. 
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it is easy to see that it is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1 
since is a subset of Similarly, the uniform admissibility 
of relative to Pg also true. 
Vardeman and Meeden (1983a), have considered various estimators 
for estimating the population total and they have studied the admis­
sibility of those estimators under any design and the uniform 
admissibility relative to the class of designs of fixed sample size 
n. The proof of those uniform admissibility results depend on the 
theorem of choosing between experiments given by Meeden and Ghosh 
(1983). This theorem requires either one of the following two 
assumptions; (i) V s ^  s' € S, neither rg(e;y) dominates 
Zg,(e;y) nor vice versa, or (ii) the set of priors, say 
m 
to be used is such that 0 = U 0 (A.^ ) where 0 is the (restricted) 
j=l 
parameter space. However, as we have mentioned in the previous 
paragraph, assumption (i) is not enough when S contains more than 
two samples. On the other hand, when proving any uniform admissibility 
result relative to the class of designs of fixed sample size n, using 
the theorem given by Meeden and Ghosh (1983), only the set of samples 
of size n has to be considered. Accordingly, under the kind of 
restricted parameter space which we have talked about in Section 3.1.1, 
assumption (ii) cannot be satisfied. For this reason, we utilize the 
results given in Section 2.1.1 to give some uniform admissibility 
results relative to the class of designs of expected sample size less 
than or equal to n for those estimators. From those results, the 
corresponding uniform admissibility results relative to the class of 
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designs of fixed sample size n follows immediately. First we 
present those estimators; 
Let m = (m^,...,m^) and X = (x^,...,x^) be two vectors of known 
constants associated with the unknown vector y = where 
m^ ^  0 V i = 1,...,N. Let v^ = (y^-x^)/m^ for i = 1,...,N. 
Suppose that for any i* S? s, the posterior distribution is 
just the empirical distribution of the observed v^. This will 
- 1 imply that the posterior mean of v. ^ is v = 2 v. and, hence, 
X s ri\S} ^ 
the posterior mean of y^^ is x^^ + This kind of argument 
yields the estimator 
e = E y . + Z x . + v Z m . .  ( 3 . 5 )  
° ies ^ igs ^  i£s ^ 
Now, consider a situation where the Bayesian has a guess |j.* 
for the population mean v. In such a case, ji* can be used as a 
marginal mean for any unobserved v... This implies that 
1* 
x... + a*m. . is a marginal mean for y.^. This kind of thinking 
1 "  '  1 "  X "  
gives the estimator 
e E V .  +  Z X .  + a* S m. . (3.6) — tLt y ' • * LL 
^ i€s'^ igs ^ igs 1 
A compromise between e^ and e^ can be obtained by taking 
the posterior mean for any unobserved v^^ to be a weighted average 
of v^ and p,*, i.e., by taking 
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where M € (o,oo) can be interpreted as representing how strongly 
the statistician believes in his prior guess (i*. This implies, 
E(y.jY(S)) = X., 
Hence, the compromise estimator is 
Note that e and e are the limits of e„ as M goes to o O 00 M 
and oo respectively. 
We now give some special cases of the estimators e , e and O oo 
Case (1); Let x_ = 0 for all i = 1,...,N and let m^ = mg = ... 
= m^. This gives 
e' = S y. + (N-n(s))y_, (3.8) 
° i€s ^ 
i.e., the classical estimator where y^ is the sample mean. 
If, in addition, m^ = 1 for all i = 1,..., N then 
e^ = S y^ + (N-n(s))ji* (3.9) 
iÇs 
and 
e * a. n(s) -
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Case (2): Let x\ = 0 for all i = 1,...,N. This yields 
" ' ii 4" 
e" = Z y. + 1 1 *  Z m. (3.12) 
iÇs ^ igs ^ 
and 
1 ^i 
where r = —-—- E —.i.e., the sample mean of the ratios, 
s n(s) 
Case (3); Let = ... = m^. This implies 
e"* = Z y. + E X. + (N-n{s))d , (3.14) 
° i€s 1 i2s 1 ^ 
_ 1 i.e., the usual difference estimator where d = —-—- Z (y.-x.), 
s n(s) _. ^ 1 1 
If, in addition, = 1 for all i = 1,...,N then 
e^' = Z y^ + Z X. + (N-n(s))(i* (3.15) 
°° i€s ^ igs ^ 
and 
(3.16) 
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For more discussion about the above estimators, please see 
Vardeman and Meeden (1983a). 
Note that the estimators e' and e" have been studied in 
o o 
detail in the beginning of this section. Now, we prove uniform 
admissibility relative to the class of designs of expected sample 
size less than or equal to n for e and e . 
o % 
Theorem 3.2; 
N  
For estimating the population total, T{y) = 2 y., with squared 
i=l ^ 
error loss, the pair (p,e^) where p € P* is uniformly admissible 
relative to provided mu > 0 for all i = 1,...,N. 
Proof ; 
For any point y° Ç G containing distinct values 
(r < N) of the quantities v^ = {y^-x^)/m^'s, let 
. .,a^) = {y: for some j = l,...,r; 
for all i = 1,.. . , N } .  
First, we show that using any sample s of size n(s), where 
1 < n(s) < N, e^ is unique stepwise Bayes against some set of 
mutually orthogonal priors defined on 0^{a^,..•,0C^). [This will 
imply, by Meeden and Ghosh (1981 and 1982), that under any design, 
e^ is finitely admissible and, hence, is admissible.] Now, we need 
the following notations : 
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Let 0^(a^,...,a^) = {y: for some j = l,...,r; 
for all i = 1,...,N and each appears at least once for 
j = l,...,r}. If y € ... ,a^) we say that y is of order 
r for (X-^,... Similarly, if y(s) is a sample point with 
r < n(s) we say that y(s) is of order r for if 
each equals one of the r values and if for each 
value a . ,  there exists at least one i for which v. = a * .  If 
y € let w^(y;j) be the number of v\'s which are 
equal to a-. Note that for each j, w (y;j) > 1 and 2 w (yjj) 
^ j=l 
= N. If y(s) is a sample point of order r for let 
be the number of observed v^'s which are equal to a - .  
^ r ^ 
It is clear that w (s;j) >1 and Z w (s;j) =n(s). 
^ j=l 
Let s be a typical sample of size n(s) where 1 < n(s) < N. 
Now, we define a set of mutually orthogonal priors against which e^ 
is unique stepwise Bayes. 
Let be a prior that assigns mass — to each point in the 
r _ 
set U  0  ( a  • ). The sample points that have positive marginal 
j=l ^  ^ 
probability under this prior are those of order one for some a^. 
For any such point, say y(s), and any i*gs we have 
= ttjlyCs)] = 1 
and, hence. 
E( y ^ * l y ( s ) )  =  +  X . . .  
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Therefore, the Bayes estimate at y(s) is 
E[r|y(s)] = Z y. + Z E[y |y(s)] 
i€s igs 
=  E y .  +  S x .  +  a .  Z  m .  
i€s ^ igs 1 ^ igs ^ 
which is just e^ at y(s). 
Now, define on the set U 0 (a.,a.) as follows ; 
P 1 w (y;^)-l W (y;j)-l 
\ iy) S V (i-v) dv 
r[w^(y;j2)] r[w^xy;i)] 
r[N] 
2 
The data points that have positive marginal probability under X , but 
not under , are those of order two for sane and a^, -0 < j. 
For any such point, y(s), the marginal probability is 
A.^(y(s)) c. r[Wy(s;^)] r[w^(s;j)]/r[n(s)] . 
Hence, for any i* g s, we get 
2 2 
p[v. . = aJy(s)] = \ [y(s) and v = aJA (y(s)) 
= w^(s;i)/n(s) . 
Therefore, 
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E[v\*|y(s)] = [a^w^(s;^) + a^w^Cs; j ) ]/n(s) 
and, hence, the Bayes estimate at y(s) is 
E[ T l y(s)] =  2  y .  +  Z  E(y jy(s)) 
i€s ^ igs  
= E y. + E {x +m [a w (s;X) + a-w (s; j ) ]/n(s )] 
iEs ^ igs 1 ^ ^ ^  ^ 
which is just e^ at y(s). 
Define the third prior on the set U 0 (a.,a.,a^) 
Ci<j<k3 " 
as follows ; 
3 1 1 w (y;i)-l W (y;j)-l w (y;k)-l 
\  (y)  =  T ^  Vg (I -V^-Vg)  dv^dvg 
o o 
The sample points which have positive marginal probability under \ 
1 2 
but not under \ or X are those of order three for scxae cc^^, 
i%j and As before, for any such point, it can be shown that 
the Bayes estimate under X^ is just e^ at this sample point. 
4 5 ï" 
The rest of the priors X , X , ..,, X can be defined in an 
p  
analogue way. In general, X will be defined on the set 
U G (a. ) as follows: 
{il<i2<...<lj} 1 4 
0 1 1 i w (y;i )-l z 
X iy) ^  S -'-S n V. ^ n dv. 
o o j=l ^ j=l ^ 
and the data points that have positive marginal probability under 
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but not under X for any k < ^  are those of order 2 for some 
1. . For any such point, the posterior probability that 
^1 
an unobserved takes on the value is w^(s;ij )/n{s ) and, 
^ £ hence, e^ can be identified as the Bayes estimate against X at 
this data point. 
1 r 
Hence, e^ is unique stepwise Bayes against X ,•..,k . [This 
implies, by Meeden and Ghosh (1981 and 1982), that under any design, 
e^ is finitely admissible and, hence, is admissible.] 
Next, we compute the Bayes risks against X^,..-,X^ of a pair 
(p,e^) where p 6 P^. For a typical sample s of size n(s), the 
risk function is 
N _ 2 
r (e ;y} = [ Z y. - S y. - 2 x - v Z m ] 
° i=l ^ i€s 1 igs 1 ^ igs ^  
= [ E (y--x.-vm 
i2s 1 1 s 1 
^ 2 
where a. = - [n(s)] Em. for all iÇs and a. = m. for all 
igs 1 i.s 1 
i?s. Hence, 
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Note that the Bayes risk of under is zero. Now, under any 
2 
of the priors \ ,..., the v^'s are finitely exchangeable and 
consequently the marginal prior distributions of the v^'s are all 
the same and the joint marginal prior of any pair (v^,Vj) is the 
Q  
same as that of (v^jv^). Hence, under \ , the Bayes risk of 
based on a sample s of size n{s) is 
f ^ 2 2 R_(e = Z a E(v ) + E £ a a E{v v ) 
i s  o  i = l  »  '  J  f  ^  ^  
where the expectations are taken with respect to the marginal priors 
; N 
under W Note that Z a. =0. Therefore, 
i=l 
1 2  ^ 2 ) = [E{v^) - Etv^vg)] 2 ^ . 
i=l ' 
Now, the Bayes risk of a pair (p,e^) with p € is 
%(p,e = S p(s)R (e ;X^) 
° ses s o 
[E(v^) - E(v V )] E p(s) Z  a^ 
^ ^ SES i=l I'S 
[E(v^) - E(v V ) ]  Z  p(s) [—^  (  Z  m )^ +  Z  m^], 
^ ses "(S) igs 1 igs ^ 
2 
By the Schwarz inequality, we have E(v^) - > 0. Hence, 
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(  E  m . +  S  m ^ ] .  
igs ^ igs ^ 
(3.17) 
Note that equation (3.17) is exactly equation (3.3) with and 
steps given after equation (3.3), and the proof is complete. 
Now, if all m^'s are equal then P* is just and, hence, 
the following corollary is immediate. 
Corollary 3.2; 
For estimating the population total with squared error loss we 
have 
(i ) (p.e^) where p € Pg is uniformly admissible relative 
to Pj^. 
(ii) (p,e^) where p € is uniformly admissible relative 
(iii) (p,e^') where p € P2 is uniformly admissible relative 
Note that the results of (i) and (ii) were given previously in 
Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.1. 
Now, the following theorem identifies some designs so that when 
used with e^ then the resulting pair is uniformly admissible 
relative to the class of designs of expected sample size less than 
or equal to n. 
v^ replacing and z^. Hence, the result follows using the same 
to P^ provided m^ > 0 for all i = 1 N  
to P^. 
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Theorem 3.3; 
N 
For estimating the population total, T(y) = E Y-, with squared 
i=l ^ 
error loss, the pair (p,e^) where p € is uniformly admissible 
relative to provided mu > 0 for all i = 1,...,N, 
Proof ; 
For any point y° € 0 containing distinct values a^,...,a^j^ 
(r* < N) for the v^'s there exists a set of real numbers 
A= (r < CO) where ^ [a^,...,a^*] and a 
probability distribution rr = (rr^,... ,TT^) on such 
r 
that rr. > 0 for all i = l,...,r and E a.n. = p.*. Let = 
^ i=l 1 ^  
[y: Vj € A for j = 1,...,N}. Taking to be the restricted param­
eter space, we first show that for any sample s of size n(s) where 
1 < n(s) < N, e^ is unique Bayes against some prior distribution. 
[This will imply, by Meeden and Ghosh (1982), that under any design e^ 
is finitely admissible and, hence, is admissible.] 
N 
For any y Ç let w^(y;x) be the nuiriber of v^'s that are 
N 
equal to and define the prior distribution X on A^ as 
follows ; 
r w (y;4) 
X(y)  =  H r r .  
Z=l ^  
For a sample point y(s), let w^^(s;^) be the number of v^'s 
i€s that are equal to ct^. Hence, the marginal probability for 
y(s) is 
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r w (s;f) 
AXy(s)) = N TT 
^=1 ^ 
Now, for any i*gs and any k = l,...,r we have 
P(V^* = aj^|y(s)) = Afy{s) and = a % ] / \ ( y ( s ) )  =  TTj^ 
Hence, 
E[y^*|y(s)] = ^1* 
and, consequently, the Bayes estimate at y(s) is 
E[T|y(s)] = E y. + Z E[y |y(s)] 
i€s ^ igs "• 
= E y. + E X. + |i,* Em. 
iÇs ^ igs ^ igs ^ 
which is just e  , i.e., is unique Bayes against X when the 
N 
parameter space is taken to be A . [This implies that under any 
design, is finitely admissible and, hence, is admissible.] 
Next, we compute the Bayes risk against X of a pair (p,e^) 
with p Ç P^. For a typical sample s of size n(s), the risk 
function is 
N 2 
r^(e ;y) = [ E y. - E y - E x - |i* Em] 
i=l ^ i€s igs ^  i£s ^ 
= [ E (y. - X - |j,*m )]^ 
i f s  
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= [ E m. (v - |i* ) ]^ 
igs ^ 
= E IN^(V.-JI*)^ + E E m m (V.-JI*) (V -JI*) . 
is?s ^ ^ igs jgs 1 ] ] 
i?^ j 
Note that under the prior the v^'s are independent and identically 
distributed and the expected value of any of the v^'s is p,*. Hence, 
the Bayes risk against X of e^ based on a sample s is 
R (e ;)i) = E(v E mf 
s * i igs 1 
where the expectation is taken with respect to the marginal prior 
under X. 
Now, the Bayes risk under X of a pair (p,e^) with p E is 
R(P,e^fX) = E p(s)Rg(e^;X) 
= E(v -(x*)^ E P(s) E m^ . 
ses igs 
Consequently, 
inf R(p,e ;A.) = E(v^-ji*)^ inf E p<s) E m? . (3.18) 
PE?! peP^ ses i£s ^ 
By ordering the m^'s such that > m^^^ > and letting 
n(s) 
S , = [s; Ses , , and E m. = E m,.where S , ^ is the set 
n(s) n(s) (]) n(s) 
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N _ 
of samples of size n(s),S= U S and P = {p: pÇP-, and 
n(s)=l "(S) 
p(s) =0 if ss?s} we note that the set of designs that gives the 
infimum of (3.18) is a subset of P. Therefore, 
inf R(p,e ;X) = E(v inf E P(s) Z 
p€P^ ^ p6P s€S igs ^ 
2 ^ 
= E(v^-p,*) inf E p(i)Y_(i) 
p€P i=l 
where p(i) is the probability, under the design p, of selecting 
the sample of size i that has the largest m^'s and *i'2(i) is 
N 2 
Yg(i) = E m . i=l,...,N where 4L(N) = 0 . 
^ j=i+l ^3) 
Let be the function that results from connecting the points 
(i, ^2(1)) and (i+1, Y2(i+1)), i = 1,...,N-1. As we will show in 
example (6.2) in the Appendix, '•^2^'  convex and strictly decreas­
ing on (0,N). Hence, 
N  
inf S p(i) Y_(i) = Y _ ( n ) .  
pep i=i 2 2 
Note that ^^(n) = Ygfn) (assuming n is a positive interger < N). 
Therefore, 
inf R(p,e^;\) = E(v^-^*)^Y2(n) . (3.19) 
peP]_ 
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The right hand side of (3.19) is just the Bayes risk of a pair 
(p,e^) where p Ç P*. Hence, (p,e^) where p € P* is finitely 
uniformly admissible relative to and, hence, by Meeden and 
Ghosh (1982) it is uniformly admissible relative to P^ and the 
proof is complete. 
Now, the following corollary gives the above result in the 
special cases of e^. (Recall that if all nu's are equal then 
P* is just P^. ) 
Corollary 3.3: 
For estimating the population total with squared error loss, 
we have 
(i) where p € P^ is uniformly admissible relative 
to P^. 
(ii) (p,e^) where P € is uniformly admissible relative 
to P^ provided that > 0 for all i = 1,,..,N. 
(iii) (p,e^') where p 6 P^ is uniformly admissible relative 
to P^. 
Remark 3.2; 
Note that the uniform admissibility results given in Theorems 
3.2 and 3.3 (and, consequently, their special cases given in Corollaries 
3.2 and 3.3) are true if the class of designs P^ is replaced by any 
subset of P^ that contains p^. In particular, those uniform admis­
sibility results are true if we replace P^ by P^, the class of 
designs of fixed sample size n. 
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Vardeman and Meeden {1983a) conjectured that both (p,e^) and 
(p,e^) where p € are uniformly admissible relative to the 
class of designs of fixed sample size n. This conjecture is, in 
fact, supported by Theorem 3.3 and part (ii) of Corollary 3.3. 
We have been, so far, unsuccessful to give any uniform admis.-
sibility results concerning e^ or any of its special cases. 
The particular estimators of r presented in this section have 
the virtue that they are relatively simple and intuitively reasonable 
ways to make use of the kinds of prior information that can, in some 
cases, be available in a sampling problem. 
From the line of argument, the estimators considered in this 
section have been established, we see that the possibility of 
introducing other estimators of this type is endless. For instance, 
Vardeman and Meeden (1983a) have considered this type of estimators 
in the more general case of having N known 1-1 functions from 3R 
onto IR, say ^2» •••' and they have established the admissibility 
of such estimators under any design. However, nothing can be said about 
uniform admissibility of those estimators since this issue depends on 
the form of the functions to be considered. (Note 
Yi-Xi 
that in this section, the special form E^(y^) = — is considered.) 
Remark 3.3; 
Note that the previous uniform admissibility results concerning 
e and e (and their special cases e" and e") have been given O oo ^ O 00 
in the case when all the m^'s are positive. However, some uniform 
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admissibility results can be obtained as well for those estimators 
when all the m^'s need not be positive. 
If nu < 0 for all i = 1,...,N, then by ordering the m^'s 
such that < ... < and following the proof of (1) — (2) — — (Nj 
Theorems 3.2 and 3.3, we see that the pairs (p,e^), (p,e^), (p,e^) 
and (p,e^) where p € are uniformly admissible relative to 
where 
P^ = {p; p Ç p^ and p(s) =0 if s g S'] and 
S* = [s; s Ç S and S m. = min E m.]. 
" i€s ^ s'ÇS i€s' ^  
n 
If some of the m^'s are positive and some are negative, uniform 
admissibility results concerning e^ and e^ can be obtained by 
2 2 2 
ordering the m.'s such that m,^, > m,., > ... > m,,_ and follow-
1 (1) — (2) — — (N) 
ing the proof of Theorem 3.3. In this case, we see that the pairs 
(p,e^) and (p,e^) where p Ç P^ are uniformly admissible relative 
to P^ where 
Py = [p: p € P-, and p(s) =0 if s g S"} and 
2 2 
S" = [s: s € s a n d  E m .  =  max Z m.} . 
^ i€s ^ s'€S i€s* ^ 
n 
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3.1.3. Admissibility of a U-statistic when estimating the population 
counterpart 
For any k < N and any symmetric function let 
U = [!/(%)] Z ((Ys ) (3.20) 
P ^ ^ * BCB Pi Pk 
where B = [3|g = is one of the unordered subsets 
of k integers chosen without replacement from the set {1,...,N}}, 
Up(y^,...,y^) is a class of parametric functions of the popula­
tion whose sample counterpart, called "U-statistic," is defined (for 
a given sample s of size n{s) > k) as follows ; 
u. {y .  , . . . ,y .  )  =  [ l / ( " (s ) )  z S(y k) (3.21) 
1  n ( s )  9 l  9 %  
where = (g^\...,g^) is one of the unordered 
subsets of k integers chosen without replacement from the set 
[1,.,.,n(s)}}. 
Note that a U-statistic is symmetric in its arguments. Moreover, 
it has some nice properties when choosing the sample randomly from 
a population with seme distributional assumptions (please see Randies 
and Wolfe (1979)). 
Our interest in this section is to construct an admissible esti­
mator for Up(y^,...,y^). The following theorem provides this esti­
mator which is, in fact, a proper multiple of U (y. ,...,y. ). 
^ "-l ^n(s) 
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Theorem 3.4; 
Under squared error loss and any design such that n(s) > k 
with probability one, an admissible estimator of 
u_(y,,...,y„) = Z %(yR , ...fYo ) , 
P ^ ^ * BEB *1 Pk 
where = 0 if two or more of its coordinates are equal, 
is given by 
^1 \[s) k Jc i=i ] 
• • ' (k-j+1) ] 1 u (y y ) 
[n(s)(n(s)+l)...(n(s)+j-l)]J ^ * 
Proof ; 
For any point y° € G containing distinct values • • • >CCj, 
(r < N) let 0(a^, ... ,aj.) = {y: y^ = for some j=l,...,r; 
for all i = 1,...,N}. 
Taking the parameter space to be 0(a^,...,a^) we now show that, 
under any design with n(s) > k and squared error loss, 
U*(y. ,...,y. ) is unique stepwise Bayes against seme set of 
'^1 ^n(s) 
mutually orthogonal priors. This will imply, by Meeden and Ghosh 
(1981 and 1982), that under any design, U*(y. ,...,y. ) is 
^1 ^n(s) 
finitely admissible and, hence, is admissible. 
First, we need the following notations; 
Let ...,a^) = {y: y^ = a- for sane j = l,...,r; for all 
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i = and each cCj appears at least once for j = l,.,.,r}. 
If y € ë(a^,...,a^) we say that y is of order r for 
Similarly, if y(s) is a sample point with r < n{s) we say that 
y(s) is of order r for if each y^ equals one of the 
r values and if for each value a^, there exists at 
least one i^ for which y^ = . If y € 0(a^,...,a^), let w^(j) 
be the number of y.'s which are equal to a•• Note that for each 
r ^ 
j, w (j) > 1 and E w (j) = N. If y(s) is a sample point of 
y j=i y 
order r for let w^(j;s) be the number of observed 
y.'s (iÇs) which are equal to a-. It is clear that w (j;s) > 1 
1 r ^ ^ 
and Z w (j;s) =n(s). 
j=l ^  
Let s be SOTie fixed sample of size n(s) > k. Note that 
Up(y^,...,y^) can be rewritten as 
u_(y.,...,y») = [!/(%)] Z Z S(y .,...,y .) (3.22) 
where is one of the ^ ^ 
unordered subsets of k integers chosen without replacement from 
the set {1,..,,N} where i of them chosen frcffli the set 
[i^,...,i^^gj} and k-i chosen from the set {1,...,N} D 
{^l».••'^n(s)^ 
Recall that under squared error loss, the Bayes estimate at an 
observed sample, y(s), against some prior is just the posterior mean. 
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We now present a set of mutually orthogonal priors against which 
U*(y. ,...,y. ) is unique stepwise Bayes. 
^1 ^n(s) 
The first prior assigns mass p to each point in the set 
r _ 
U 0(a•). The data points that are consistent under this prior 
j=l ^ 
are those where all the observed values are equal. In this case, the 
assumption on the function ^ ) implies that 
E[u (yi,...,yN)|y(s)] = O = u*(y^ ,...,y^ ) . 
1 n(s) 
It is obvious that this will also be the case when defining a set of 
mutually orthogonal priors ,.,.^ respectively on the sets 
u 8(a. ,a. ) ,  u i(a. ,a. ,a. U 
0 COC- , • . • , OC' ) • 
^1 Jk-1 
Next, the prior X is defined on the set as 
follows : 
1 1  l k w ( j ) - l k  k  
X (y) = J' f ... J* n n dv. = n r(w (j) )/r(N) . 
O O O j=l •' j=l ^ j=l ^ 
The data points that are consistent under this prior are those of 
order less than or equal to k. However, the data points of order 
less than k have been taken care of. Now, for a data point of 
order k for a^,... ,0.^., the marginal probability of y(s) is given 
by 
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k ^ X (y(s)) cr [ n r(w (j;s))]/r{n(s)) 
j=l y 
Let ^ = (D^ Dg be a subset of the 
unordered subsets of k-i integers chosen without replacement from 
the set [i^,...,i^jgH [1,...,N}. Hence, for any 
we have il f i2 f ^ ik_i 
'ojlf 
k k X (y(s) and y = a • . Y v H = 0^4 ,...,7 % < = )/X {y(s)) 
:l 32 D^-i ]k_i 
1 2 k-i 
k-i k k 
n r(w (j ;s)+i) n r(w (j.;s)) nr(w (j ;s)) 
r f = i  ^  i = k - i + i  y  ^  z = i  ^  ^  , 
r(n(s)+k-i) r(n(s)) 
k-i 
11 " (i ;s) 
Z=1 ^ ^ 
n(s)(n(s)+l) ... (n{s)+k-i-l) 
Hence, the Bayes estimate under x'^ is 
E [ u  ( y  , . . . , y  ) l y ( s ) ]  = [l/(^)] E[ S  Z  S ( y  . , . . . , y  . ) | y ( s ) ]  
= [i/(^ ')][ s %(y k,...,y k) 
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k-1 
+ E{ E E S(y .)|y(s)]]. (3.23) 
i=0 gieBi Cl 9% 
Without loss of generality, assume that the first i coordinates 
of ^ in the second term of (3.23) are the observed values. There­
fore . 
k-1 
E[ L Z ^(y .,...,y . )ly(s) ] 
gicBi 9l G" 
k-1 
=  E [  S  E  z  K ( y  . , . . . , y  y  ^  . , . . . , y  %  v ) | y ( s ) ]  
(3.24) 
n(s) 
where = {C^|C^ = (C^,...,C^) is one of the ) unordered 
subsets of i integers chosen without replacement frcm the set 
[il,...,in(s)^}' and = (D^"^,...,D^]^) is one of 
the unordered subsets of k-i integers chosen without 
replacement from the set [i^,...,i^^gj]^ fl [l,...,N]]. Now, (3.24) 
can be rewritten as 
k-1 
Z Z Z [E[%(y y , y ,...,y ,)|y(s)]] 
ok-iepk-i cifCi =1 =1 »l" »k:i 
k-1 k k k 
—  Z  Z  Z  [  Z  Z  . .  .  Z  
c'etf 3i=l 32=1 
il ^  iz ^  ^ ik-i 
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k—i 
n w (j ;s) 
^=1 
C (y J y " " * ; y J y CL^  y OC » J • • • jOC • ik-i n(s)(n(s)+l)...(n(s)+k-i-l)-
-I'-"' E { 2 Z ... Z 
C^€C^ 
^(y J,...,y i, yp ,yp ,...,y_ )/[n(s)(n(s)+l),..(n(s)+k-i-l)]} 
^i+1 ^i+2 ^k 
-I'-"' 
It -
C^<C2<. 
. 2 2  Z  . . .  L  
.<Ci<Ci+i<Ci+2'^ - • •<C]^  
K(y .,...,y yp )/[n(s)(n(s)+l)...{nts)+k-i-l)] 
C, ^i+l ^k 
1 1 
_ ^T^fN-n(s) k! ,n(s) 
ito k-i iî{n(s)(n(s)+l)...(n(s)+k-i-l)j ^ k ' ^  
(3.25) 
Substituting with (3.25) in (3.23), we get 
<T') , •'-i '"zr'' k: 
E[Up(yi,...,y^)ly(s)] [n(s ) (n (s )+l)... (n(s )+k-i-l) ]i«^ 
ti,; i-u 
(yi ) • • • ) Y ^  ) • 
^1 ^n(s) 
Letting j = k-i, we get 
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k (N-n^s)) k! 
E[Up(y^,...,yj^)|y(s)] [n(s ) (n(s )+l )... (n{s)+j-l) ] (k-j ) ! ^ 
(j^) 3-1 
u.(y. ) 
n(s) 
("!=)) k 
k r. . y N-n(s) [k(k-l)... (k-j+l)3 -> 
,N. .t:/ j ^[n(s){n(s>+l)...{n(s)+j-l)]-f 
3--L 
u (y .  , . . . ,y .  )  
"•l n(s) 
which is U*(y. ,...,y ). 
1 n(s) 
Note that this will also be the case when defining any prior of 
k ~ 
the type of X on any set 0(a- ). In fact, it would have 
^1 ^k 
been better if we defined X on the set U Q(a- ,a. ) 
{i^<i2<. . .<1^} ^2 ^k 
and the proof would have been exactly the same as above. However, to 
Ic ~ 
avoid the complexity of notations, we defined X just on 0 (a-,,... .a,^). 
k. = 
Assume that X was defined on U 0(a. )  
{i,<i_<...<i, 1 ^1 ^k 
' - 1 2  K '  
(otherwise there will be (^) priors defined on the sets that are 
subsets of U 0(a. )) and define the next prior 
{il<i2<.•.<i%3 ^1 ^k 
k+1 %+(%) 
X (or X ) on U 0(a .  ) (or on 
as follows : 
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11 1 k+1 w (j.)-l k+1 k+1 
A .  ( y )  f ... f n  v /  ^  n d v  =  n  r(w ( j  ) ) / r{N). 
o o o £=1 £=1 2=1 
k+1 
The data points that have positive marginal probability under \ 
but not under any of the previous priors are those of order k+1 
for cc - , ... ,a. . For any such point, the marginal probability 
^1 ^k+1 
is 
, , 
X (y(s)) = [  n  r(w (i ;s) ) ] / r(n(s)). 
^=1 ^ ^ 
In this case, following the same steps as above, the result follows 
easily. 
Continuing in this way until all possible data points are 
covered, we see that U*{y. ,...,y. ) is unique stepwise Bayes 
^1 ^n(s) 
against that set of priors which implies that it is finitely admis­
sible and, hence, is admissible and the proof is complete. 
Remark 3.4; 
From the above proof we see that, for any constant, say b, 
bU*(y. ,...,y. ) is an admissible estimator for bU ( y \ , . . . , y ^ ) .  
^1 ^n(s) P 
Remark 3.5; 
Note that U*(y. ,...,y. ) is a shrinkage estimator, i.e., 
^1 ^n(s) 
an estimator of the form aU (y. ,...,y. ) where a < 1. In 
^ ^1 ^n(s) 
fact, the shrinkage factor a is a function of k, say ri(k). For 
k = 2, it is easy to see that ri(2) < 1, We conjecture that T](k) 
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is decreasing in k. But we were unable to prove that. However, 
computations of T](k) for N = 5, 10, 20, 50, 100 and all values 
of n(s) < N-1 and k <min(n(s), N-n(s)) support this conjecture. 
For seme of those computations, please see Table 1. 
In the rest of this section, we give some special cases. 
Case (1); When k = 1 and ^(y^) = y^ we get 
-1 ^  -1 
U„(yi,•..,y^) = [N] s y. and U*(y ,...,y. ) = [n(s)] Z y.. 
^ i=l 1 ^n(s) i€s ^ 
Hence, by Theorem 3.4, the sample mean is admissible for estimating 
the population mean. Moreover, by Remark 3.4, [N/n(s)] E y. is 
an admissible estimator for Z y.. This result was first proved 
i=l ^ 
in Joshi (1965). 
Case (2): When k = 2 and 5(y^,yj) = y^^-y^ we get 
i<j 
and 
° (x-lXnWMnCsj-H) 
ici 
2(Nfl)((n(s)-l)) - 2 
(N-l)(n(s)+l)(n(s)-l) if: 
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Table 1. Values 
n(s ) 
of the shrinkage factor 
and k where n(s) < N-
for various values of N, 
1 and k<min(n(s), N-n(s)) 
For N = 5 For N = 10 
k 
n(sK 1 2 
\k 
n(s)\ 1 2 3 4 5 
2 1 0.50 2 1 0.407 
3 1 0.75 5 1 0.815 0 .524 0.243 0.053 
4 1 8 1 0.951 
For N = 20 
\k 
n{s)\ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
4 1 0.663 0.270 0,052 
8 1 0.860 0.630 0.388 0.194 0.075 0.020 0.003 
12 1 0.935 0.816 0.663 0.497 0.341 0.211 0.115 
16 1 0.975 0,927 0.858 
For N = 50 
2 
n(sK^ 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
10 0.852 0.373 0.077 0.006 0.00007 
20 0.942 0.696 0.399 0.175 0.056 0.013 0.002 0.0002 0.000006 0.00000004 
30 0.974 0.852 0.567 0.467 0.289 0.157 0.074 0.030 0.010 0.003 
40 0.990 0.941 0.860 0.753 0.631 
For N = 100 
5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 
20 0.446 0,023 0.00007 0.0000000007 
60 0.875 0.546 0.240 0.072 0.014 0.002 0.0001 0.000005 
80 0.951 0.797 0.587 0.378 
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where y is the population mean and y^ is the sample mean. Theorem 
3.4 and Remark 3.4 imply that („isVl) 
is admissible for estimating the population variance, 
N _ 2 
[1/(N-1)] E (y.-y) . This estimator was first constructed in Ghosh 
i=l ^ 
and Meeden (1982). 
3.2. In Nonparametric Problems 
Let F be an unknown distribution that belongs to some non-
parametric family of distributions, say 0. For estimating with squared 
error loss some function of F, say T{F), Meeden, Ghosh, and Vardeman 
(19P4) have shown that admissible estimators for T{F) can be obtained 
by considering only the subfamily of 0 consisting of all distribu­
tion functions which concentrate all their mass on a finite set of real 
numbers, in what follows, we will show that admissible pairs for T(F) 
can be obtained in an analogue way. 
Consider the decision problem specified by the class 0 of all 
distribution functions F for which r(F) = /iJ;(t)dF{t) exist where 
i};( * ) is a specified continuous bounded function on the real line, a 
decision space D with generic element d, a squared error loss function 
and a collection of N random samples X = {X^,...,X^} from F where 
X^ = (X^,...,x^) and Z = 1,...,N. Let 6^, a continuous bounded func­
tion from X^, the sample space of X to D, denote a typical decision 
function. Let denote the risk function of In addition, 
we only consider those 6 's for which is finite for all 
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F € G .  We denote this class by A .  Let r *  = {y} be a class of discrete 
probability measures defined on [l,...,N], i.e., y = (y^,...,yj^) where 
y is the probability of observing under y. 
For estimating r(F), the interest is to obtain an admissible 
p a i r  ( y , 6 )  r e l a t i v e  t o  r *  w h e r e  6  =  ( û ^ , . . . , ô  )  a n d  y  €  F * .  
rj ru 'Ni» X N  ^
As we will soon show, admissible pairs for this problem can be obtained 
by obtaining admissible pairs for the following simpler problem; 
Consider the problem of estimating r(F) where F belongs to 
. .. ,0C^), the set of all distribution functions which concentrate 
all their mass on r distinct real numbers In this case, 
X is a random sample from a multinomial (v^,...,v^) population 
where = p(Xj = a^) for i = l,...,r and j = 1,...,£. For 
= (x^,...,x^), a possible realization of X^, let w^(x^) be the 
number of x^'s equal to CL^ for i = l,...,r. Note that 
0(a^, •.. ,aj.) is equivalent to the r dimensional simplex 
r 
T = {v=(v^,...,v ): V. >0 for i = 1,...,r and 2 v. = l}. 
~ i=l ^ 
For V € T there exists a unique F corresponding to v which we 
shall denote by F^. Hence, 
r 
= T(F^) = 2 
~ i=l " 
By taking T to be the parameter space, admissible pairs for r(V) 
can be obtained by using the procedure given in Section 2.1.1. Now, the 
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following theorem shows how admissibility in this simpler problem implies 
admissibility in the original problem. 
Theorem 3.5; 
Under the previous assumptions, if (Y,Ô) is admissible within the 
rv 
class A relative to r* when F Ç for every choice of 
for r = 1, 2 , . . .  then, it is also admissible within the class 
A relative to r* when F Ç 0. 
Proof ; 
Suppose (Y>0) is not admissible relative to F* for the non-
parametric problem then there exists a pair with Y° ^ 
6° € A such that 
r(Y°,ô°;F) < r(Y,ô;F) for all F Ç 0 
C\J f\J f\J fyj 
with strict inequality for at least one F, say F* . 
If F* is a distribution which puts its mass on only finitely many 
points, say then this will imply that (Y>Ô) is not admis­
sible relative to r* for the simpler problem which is a contradiction. 
So suppose F* doesn't put all its mass on finitely many points, 
then there exists a sequence of distribution functions [F^} such that 
F^ converges completely to F* and each F^ puts mass on only finitely 
many points. Now, 
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and by the Helly Bray theorem we have; 
N 2 o 2 
r(Y°,6°;F ) - z dF*(t)-2T(F*) /0,dF*(t) +r (F*)J^dF*(t)] 
rj rj n ^=1 ^ 
= r(Y°,6°;F*). 
Similarly, r(Y,ô;F ) r(Y,ô;F*). Therefore, if r{Y°,6°;F*) < 
r(Y,ô;F*) then r(Y°,ô°;F ) < r(Y,6;F ) for some F which is \\j'r\j' r\t 'rj ' n rj'/v' n n 
a contradiction. 
We now give an example to clarify the above idea. 
Example : 
For estimating with squared error loss T(F) = J"\Jj(t)dF{t) where 
^(') is a continuous bounded function on the real line, we want to 
obtain an admissible pair iy,à) within the class A relative to T* 
N ~ ~ 
where F* = {y* Z ^ Yp < n]. Meeden, Ghosh, and Vardeman (1984) have 
~ Jl=l ^ 
obtained an admissible estimator for r(F). We now use the same sequence 
of priors they used, in order to compute the Bayes risks and, hence, 
obtain an admissible pair for this problem. For real numbers 
consider the multinomial problem with parameter space T. Let 
be the subset of T consisting of all those v's for which exactly 
j of the coordinates are nonzeros. Consider the sequence 
of priors g^,...,g^ such that g^ puts mass p on each of the r 
unit vectors belonging to and for j > 1 g^ is given by 
-1 
g.(v) œ ( n V.) for v€T. j=2,...,r. 
^ ~ i;V^>0 ^ ~ D 
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As in Meeden, Ghosh, and Vardeman (1984), given a random sample of 
size I, — is a unique stepwise Bayes estimator against this 
sequence of priors and, hence, an admissible estimator of v^. 
Therefore, an admissible estimator for T(V) based on a random sample 
of size Z is 
We now compute the Bayes risk for a random sample of size 
R/6^;gi) = Z Z [6^(x^) - T(v)]^ 
= S 2 [ Z 4^(a. ) - 2 )v f (x )g (V) 
V X. i=l i=l ^ ^ 
^ 2 1 
= S [i{j(a.) - (1) — = 0 for all I 
i=l J 
Now, the Bayes risk under g^ is 
Sj; 
r r r w (x ) r 
= E E Sf E [ E Wa.) ^ - Z ^(a.)Vk] 
i=l j=l X k=l ^ k=l 
i<i 
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4! c 
where c is the normalizing constant of g^tv). Note that frcm now 
on we will write w. and w. for w.(x.) and w.(x.). Hence, 
1 ] 1 D 
r r w. w. 
R _ g ( ô ^ ; g 2 )  = 2  ^  S S  ^  [ \ p ( a ^ )  - j -  +  -  4 ) ( a ^ ) v ^  -  i p { a j ) V j ]  
2' ""i ""i c 
Jntr ^  "j — 
1 ] 1 : 
r 3r , _ , 
= E 2//2 {j )[w--£v. ] + 7 iij{a^)[w.-iv .]}' 
i=l j=l X„ 1 1 X ^ D J J 
i<J 
J! "i,"j c 
w.!w.! ^i v.v. 
1 : 1 ] 
r r ) 2 P- ''i ''i 
S Z SS[ — E [w -Xv ] V V : 
i=l j=l x, i' i" ^ ^ 
i<: 
4'^  (a. ) 
+ -«!— E [w -Xv.] d&i-
!'+'(a^ )V(a. ) 
i: 
E [w.-iv. ] [w -XV ] ^  
1  :  
w. w. 
1  3 -
V . V . 
1 ] • 
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where the sign of equality holds if and only if X = n for all 
possible random samples. Therefore, 
inf R(Y,ô;g-) = R(Y',ô;g_) 
^ — ^ rv rv ^ r\j nj ^ 
yer* 
where Y'  is  the probability measure that chooses with probability 
one, the random sample of size n. Hence, (^*,6) is admissible 
within A relative to F*.  
3.3. A Uniform Admissibility Duality Between 
Nonparametric and Finite Population Sampling 
In this section, we show that there is a Bayes risk duality 
between nonparametric and finite population sampling problems which 
implies that under some conditions, uniform admissibility results in 
finite population sampling can be obtained by considering only the 
nonparametric problem and vice versa. 
We now briefly represent the two decision problems given in 
Sections 3.1 and 3.2. 
The Nonparametric Problem; 
Let 0 denote the class of all distribution functions F for 
which T(F) = J^(t)dF(t) exist where is a specified continuous 
bounded function on the real line. Let X = fX; X = (X_,...,X , ,), 
<-<\/ fu 1' ' n(x) ' 
n(X) = 1,...,N} be a collection of N random samples frcm F. Let 
r* ~ CY' y = (^^y...,Y%)] be a class of discrete probability measures 
defined on {1,...,N}. For estimating r(F) with squared error loss. 
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the interest is to know which X should be observed and which esti­
mator should be used, i.e., to characterize the admissible pairs 
{y,6) relative to F* where 6 = (6^^,...,and 6^ € A where 
A is as defined in Section 3.2. 
The Sampling Problem ; 
In a population of size N, let y = (y-j^,... ,yj^) € be the 
parameter of interest and S be the set of all possible samples from 
this population. For s € S let n(s) be the size of s where 
n(s) = 1,2,...,N and y(s) = (y. ,...,y. ) be the values in this 
^n(s) 
sample. Define F*, a class of discrete probability measures on S, 
in the same way as in the nonparametric problem. Let be the 
distribution function which assigns mass ^ to each component y^ 
of y. For estimating with squared error loss, r(y) where 
N 
r(y} = T(F ) = fiplt)dF (t) = Z )/N, 
^ y i=l 
the interest is to characterize the uniformly admissible pairs {Y,Ô*) 
relative to F* where Ô* = (ô*,...,ô*) and 6* is the decision 
function to be used in connection with the sample, X = 1,...,M 
and M is the number of elements in S. Note that, while there are 
many samples of size X, X = for the sampling problem, there 
is only one randcxn sample of size Z for the nonparametric problem. 
For a typical random sample X of size n(x) and a typical 
sample s of size n(s), Meeden, Ghosh, and Vardeman (1984) have 
shown, by reducing those problems to simpler ones, that there is a 
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duality between admissible estimators in the two problems. Using this 
duality we will show that there is a Bayes risk duality between the 
two problems. 
Now, for the purpose of completeness, we first represent the 
proof, given by Meeden, Ghosh, and Vardeman (1984), of the duality 
between admissible estimators in the two problems. 
The Nonparametrie Problem; 
As noted by Meeden, Ghosh, and vardeman (1984), to prove that an 
estimator is admissible it is enough to show that it is admissible 
for the multinomial problem with parameter space G(a^y...,a^) for 
every choice of • Let G be a prior distribution over 
r 
T = [v: V = Cv^,...,v^); V. > 0, = 1]. If (x ) ^ 
is a possible set of outcomes for the random sample X then let 
w^(x) be the number of x^'s equal to for i = l,,..,r. Hence, 
the Bayes estimate of against G is 
r w.(x) 
Vj n ~ dG(v^,...,v^) 
E^(v.lx) = = PCGjlS' G) (3.26) 
f...J n V ^ dG(v ,...,v ) 
i=l 
where p(aj|x , G) is the G posterior probability that an additional 
observation takes the value aj. From this, it follows that the Bayes 
estimate of r against G is 
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r 
Eg(T|X) = Z i|j(a^) Pta^LX, G) (3.27) 
i=l 
The Sampling Problem; 
As we have seen from Section 3.1, admissible estimators for TCY) 
can be obtained, using the idea of finite admissibility, from the 
simpler problem with parameter space For 
y f oCa-, ,... ,a„) let W .  (y) be the number of y. *s equal to a-
± r J 2. J • 
and Wj(y(s)) be the number of y^'s with i € s equal to a^. 
Let G be as above and define the prior distribution G* over 
... ,a^) as follows; 
r w^(y) 
G*(y) Ï I  V. dG(v,,...,v ) for y € G (a-|,. . .  , a  ) .  
i=l 1 ^ 
Hence, the Bayes estimate of r against G* is 
E *{T|y(s)) = ^  [ Z ip(y ) + E E  * ( ^ , ( y  ) | y ( s ) ) ]  
j e s  ^  j 2 s  ^  ^  
= - { Z i;i(a^)w^(y(s) ) + (N-n(s))Eg*(^(yj.)|y(s))] 
where j' g s. Now, it is easy to see that the posterior distribution 
of G* assigns probability p(a^|y(s), G) to the event that an un­
observed yj, takes on the value Hence, 
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E (Tly(s) ) = •^ { E ^/(a. )w (y(s) ) + (N-n(s)) Z ^,(3. )p(a. |y(s),G)} 
i=l i=l 
=  -  [  H  4 ' ' ( c c ^ ) w ^ ( y ( s )  )  +  ( N - n ( s ) )  E ^ ( r | y ( s ) ) } .  
i=l 
L e t t i n g  5 * ( y ( s ) )  =  E _ . ( T | y ( s ) )  a n d  ô ( x )  =  E  { T| X)  w e  g e t  (j* r\J f\J 
6*(y(s))=i S ii;(y^) +ô(y(s)). (3.28) 
i€s 
Equation (3.28) says that if Ô is unique Bayes (unique stepwise Bayes) 
against G (a sequence of priors) for the multinomial problem with 
parameter space T then o is admissible. Moreover, Ô* is unique 
Bayes (unique stepwise Bayes) against G* (a sequence of priors) for the 
finite population sampling problem with parameter space 
and, hence, is admissible under any design. As noted by Meeden, Ghosh, 
and Vardeman (1984), if this result holds for every choice of 
(a^,...,a^) then ô and 6* are admissible for the original problems 
as well. 
For more details about this duality, please see Meeden, Ghosh, 
and Vardeman (1984). 
We now use this duality to give a corresponding Bayes risk duality. 
A Bayes Risk Duality; 
Recall that for the multinomial problem, we have 
r 
T ( v )  =  2  V ( a i ) V i  a n d  
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ô(x) = E ip(a. )E^(v. ix). 
i=l 
Therefore, using the prior density g(v^,...,v^), the posterior 
distribution, say 0(v|x), is 
r w^(x) 
i=l 
Hence, the posterior risk, say p(x), is 
p (x) = J \ . . /  [ T ( V ) - Ô ( X)]^ $(v|x) dv ,...,dv 
* i\j J ^ nj rv fv ' rv J_ ] 
r r 
= [ Z - Z t!i(a^)EQ(v^|x)] $(v|x) dv^,...,dv^ 
i=l i=l 
r 2 
= f-.J { E [v^-Eç^Cv^lx)]"] $(v|x) dv^,,..,dv^ 
i=l 
r 2 
E ii; (a. )Var (V . |x) + 2 E Z uj(a- )il;(a • ) Cov (V V |x), 
i=l ^ ^ ^ l<i<j<r ^ ^ G 1 3 -
Let <)^(x ) denote the marginal of X, then the Bayes risk is 
r 2 
f^(ô(x),G) = E i|j (a^) E var^(v^ lx)4)^(x) 
~ i=l X 
2 E E . ) E Cov^(v^,v Jx) (J)j^(x). (3.29) 
l<i<j<r X 
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Also, recall that for the simpler sampling problem we have 
1 ^ 
T(y) = - Z ipiy. ) and 
i=l 
ô* ( y ( s ) ) = i  Z +  iHzEisll 
i€s 
Let gj(y|y(s)) and g2^y(s)) be the posterior and the marginal 
distributions, respectively. Then, the Bayes risk is 
R (ô*,G*) = E 2[û*-T(y)]^ g*(y|y(s))g*(y(s)) 
y(s) y 1 2 
= E E[^ Z iP(y )4- 5(y(s))-i E i^(y )]^ 
y(s) y i€s ^ ^ i=l 1 
g*{y|y(s))g*(y{s)) 
= E E[^ E ( v(y.)-ô(y(s)))]^ g*(y|y{s))g*(y(s)) 
y(s) y " ifs ^ 
= E E[^ E [ij;(y. )-E (ii)(y )|y(s))]l^ g*(y|y(s))g*(y{s)) 
y(s) y * igs 1 k 1 ^ ^ 
=-^ E E [ E [4i(y.)-E (iij(y )ly(s))]^ 
N y(s] y igs 
+ E E [(|;(y )-E (^>(y )|y(s))][4;(y )-E (^(y )]y(s))]} 
i&s jgs 1 ^ ^ : 
irj 
9i(y|y(s))g*(y(s)) 
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= ^  Z [(N-n(s)) Var (i|j(y )|y(s)) 
N y(s) 
+ (N-n{s))(N-n(s)-l)CoVg*(^(y^),^(yj)Iy(s))]g*(y(s)) 
(3.30) 
Note that 
Var^^(i|j(y^) |y(s) ) = {y. ) jy (s ) ) - E^^(\j;(y^) |y(s) ) 
^2 ^ 2 
= E i;; (a. )E (V |y(s) ) - [ E i)j(a. )E (V Jy(s) ] 
i=l ^ 1 1=1 ^ ^ ^ 
^ 2  2  2  
2 li; (a. )E (V ly(s) ) - E (a. )E (V |y(s)) 
i=l 1 G 1 1 G 1 
2 E E I|;(a. )ip(a. )E (V Iy(s} )E (V |y(s) ) 
l<i<j<r ^ ^ ^ ^ 
^ 2 
E 'y' (a^)E^(v^!y(s}) [1-E^(v^!ycs))] 
-  2 E E i i;(a. ) i j j (a .  )E (V. ly{s))E (V ly(s) ) 
KKjCr ^ ^ 1 ^ D 
^ 2 E (p {a^)Eg(v^jy(s)}Eg((l-v^) [y(s)) 
- 2E E )ip(a.)E (V. |y(s))E (V |y(s)) 
l<i<j<r ^ ^ : 
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r 2 
= E II ;  (a .  )E (v .  |y (s) )E (  Z v . |y(s) )  
i=l j=l 
-  2 z  Z )E (v .  |y (s)  )E (V |y (s)  )  
l<i<j<r ^ 3^1 J 
r r 
= Z Z I j ;  (a .  )E (v .  |y (s)  )E (v  .  |y (s)  )  
i=l j=l 1 1 ^ J 
i5^j 
-  2 E Z )^(a. )E (v . |y(s) )E (V.  |y (s) )  
l<i<j<r ^ 3 ^ ^ ^ : 
^ r 2 
= Z Z E (v . |y(s) )E (v . |y(s) ) [^  (&.)  -  )^(a. ) ]  
i_i j=i J ^ 
r  r  
= Z Z [ -Gov (V ,v  ly (s) )  +  E (v .v . |y(s) ) ]  
i=l j=l ^ 1 J ^ 1 D 
) -  i p ( a ^ ) i p ( a ^ ) ]  
^ - 2 
= -  Z Z 4;  (a .  )Cov (v .  ,v  ly (s)  )  
i=l j=l ^ ^13 
ir^j 
r  r  
+ Z Z w (a- )4;  (a .  )Cov (V V iy (s)  )  
i=l i=i ^ ^ 1 J 
i?^j 
^ 2 
+ Z Z E (v .  V.  |y (s)  Kio (a.) - \p(a-)\p(a-)] 
i=i j=i ^ ^ J ^ ^ J 
i?^j 
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^ 2 
= E (a. )Cov (V., - Z V.|y(s)) 
i=l ^ ^ ^ j=l ^ 
i/i 
+ 22 E iii(a. )ii>(a • )Cov (V. ,v . |y(s) ) 
l < i < j < r  ^  ^  ^ 1 3  
r r 2 
+  E  E  E  ( v . v  | y ( s ) )  [ 4 ;  ( a . )  -  ) 4 ^ ( a .  ) ]  
i=i j=i ^ ^ J ^ ^ J 
i?^j 
r 2 
=  E  i j i  ( a .  )Cov (V V -l|y(s)) 
i=l ^ 1 1 
+  2  E  E  4 J ( a .  ) ^ { a .  ) C o v  ( V .  , v  .  | y ( s )  )  
l<i<j^ ^ 
+  E  E  E  ( V  v . | y ( s ) )  [ i | ;  ( a . )  -  i p ( a .  ) ]  
i=l j=l ^ ^ J 
^ 2 
=  E  Ijj (a-)Var ( v J y ( s ) )  +  2  E  E  i p ( a .  ) ¥ ( a  .  )Cov ( v .  , v  .  | y ( s )  )  
i=l ^ l<i<j<r ^ ^ ^ 1 D 
^ 2 
+  E E E (v V |y(s)) [\i; (a.) - )]. (3.31) 
i=i i=i ^  ^ ^ ^ ] 
Also, 
Cov^^(V(y^),-^{yj) |y(s)) = E^^(ii;(y^);|j(y^ ) |y(s) ) 
- Eg*(4^y^)|y(s))Eg*(4^yj)|y(s)) 
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2Z E v(a. )ii>{a. )Cov (v.,v. |y{s))]g*(y(s)) 
l<i<j<r J 1 ] 
*2=)) Z Z [4?(a. )-4,(a. 
N i=l j=l 3 
E E (V V |y(s))g*(y{s)) 
y(5) ^ 1 ] 
+  ) 2 [  E  i p^(a-) E  Var (V |y(s) )g*(y{s) ) 
i=l ^ y(s) 
+ 2 2  E  ) ^ ( a . )  E  c o v  ( v . , v . | y ( s ) ) g * ( y ( s ) ) ]  
l<i<j<r ^ ^ y(s) ^ ^ J 
r  r  
E  E  [ ^ ^ ( a , ) - v ( a , ) i i ; ( a . ) }  E  ( v . v . )  
N i=l j=l ^ ^ 
+ (HzgisJL^ Ry(s)(6,G). (3.33) 
Now, considering the simpler problems, if 6 is unique Bayes 
against G then o* is unique Bayes against G*. Therefore, using 
Corollary 2.1, uniform admissibility can be studied in the two 
problems using the duality given in (3.33) provided that the assumption 
given in the Corollary (or the alternative assumption given in Remark 
2.2) is satisfied for both X and S. If these uniform admissibility 
results hold under every choice of (a^,...,a^), then those results 
hold for the original problems as well. 
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In the special case, when the interest is to study uniform 
admissibility in both problems relative to the class of designs of 
fixed sample size n (in the nonparametric problem, this class 
consists of only one design namely, the design which picks the random 
sample of size n with probability one) we see that the above duality 
leads to the following result whose proof follows immediately from the 
above discussion. 
Theorem 3.6; 
For estimating r with squared error loss, if 6 is unique 
Bayes then (Y,Ô*) is uniformly admissible relative to the class of 
designs of fixed sample size n provided that the assumption in 
Corollary 2.1 (or the alternative assumption given in Remark 2.2) is 
satisfied for S . 
n 
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6. APPENDIX 
Optimization Problems; 
Let w^(.) and Ygf") be two functions defined on the set 
N* = [1,2,...,%}. Let P be the class of all possible probability 
measures defined on N*. Let n be a value that belongs to the range 
of Consider the following four optimization problems; 
(1) min E Y^(i)p(i) subject to Z Y,(i)p(i) < n 
pÇP i=l i=l 
N N 
(2) min 2 Y (i)p(i) subject to E Y,(i)p(i) >n 
p€P i=l i=l 
(3) max 2 Y_(i)p{i) subject to Z Y^(i)p(i) <n 
pÇP i=l i=l 
N N 
(4) max E ^ ^(DpCi) subject to E Y^(i)p(i) > n 
per i=l i=l 
In general, the answer to any of the above problems can be obtained 
by graphing the convex set, say K, generated by the points (^^(i), 
for all i = 1,...,N. For example, suppose the graph of R 
is as follows; 
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b 
a 
c 
d 
e 
n Y^(.) 
Now, by looking at the lower boundary of R, we see that the first 
two problems are solved by taking p such that p(n) = 1 which gives 
the minimum value (n) [this solution is represented by the point 
e in the graph]. On the other hand, the solution to the last two 
problems can be obtained by looking at the upper boundary of R. 
For instance, suppose that the points b and c correspond to 
^^l^^l^' ^^2 ^ ^1^ ^ and ( ) respectively, then we see 
that problem (3) is solved by taking p such that p(i^) = 1 which 
gives the maximum value problem (4) is solved by taking 
p such that p(i^) + 0(12) = 1 and V^(i^)p(i^) + 'i'^(i2)p(i2) = "• 
The graph of the set R, when N is large, can be done using a 
computer in the following manner: Define the sets R^ and R^ as 
follows : 
i 
R2 = = max 
1 
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Note that if i^^i^) is unique then R^) consists of only one 
point. Now, to graph the upper boundary of R let: 
= max and = max 
^1' ^ ^ l^^l ^ )€Rl ^N" ^'^l^^N^ ' ^2^^N^ ^^^2 
Now, given i* let i* be such that 
>l'l(i*)-H'i(i*) i:Y^(i)>Y^(i*) 
and among all i2^s satisfying (6.1), ^^(i*) is maximum. In general, 
given i*, i*, ..., i* k = 1,2,...,N-1 let i*^^ be such that 
y2( i ) -V2( ik)  , ,  
and among all i*^^'s satisfying (6.2), Y^fi^^^) is maximum. Note 
that this iteration will end when the point is 
reached. 
Similarly, to graph the lower boundary of R, let 
^2(^2) = min = min Ygti^) 
^ 1 " ^ R i  ^ N ' ^ ^ 1 ^ ^ N ^ ' ^ 2 ^ ^ N ^  
Given i^, i^, ..., i^ i = 1,2,...,N-1, let i^^^ be such that 
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and among all satisfying (6.3), is maximum. 
This iteration will end when the point is reached. 
Special Case; 
Let Y^(i) = i and be the function that results from 
connecting the points (i, 'j'^li)) and (i+1, for 
i = 1,...,N-1. Then, under some conditions on ¥2^'^ we find that the 
probability measure that assigns all its mass to the point i = n 
solves all the above optimization problems and the optimum value is 
Ygfn). These conditions on differ from one problem to another. 
In particular, for problem (1), ^2^'^ has to be decreasing and convex 
while for problem (2), it has to be increasing and convex. For problem 
(3), it has to be increasing concave and finally for problem (4), it 
has to be decreasing and concave. 
Example 6.1; 
In Section 3.1.2, we have faced a special case of problem (1) where 
Y^(i) = i and is given by 
1 N 2 ^2 
where m_^ > m , _ ,  > ... >m,,_ > 0. Now, we will show that ^' (•) is ( 1 ) — ( 2 ) —  —  ( N )  2  
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a decreasing convex function on (0,N) and, hence, according to the 
above special cases, this problem is solved by taking p such that 
p(n) = 1. 
It is obvious that ^2^'^ is decreasing since 
1  ^  2 ^ 2  
" 2 
E m ] < 0 . 
j=i+l 
Now, we show that ^2^') is convex on (0,N) 
/N ^ 
Ygfi) 
-5»- 1 
For any arbitrary i , where 2 < i < N-2, let L denote the slope 
of the line connecting the two points (i^, (i^+k, T^(i^+k)) 2' o 
We now show that L_ > L, and L ^ > L _ 
2 — 1  - 1  —  - 2  
^2~^1 ~ 
Y2(i^+2)-Y2(io) Yztio+li-Yzdo) 
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1 1  ^  2 ^ 2  1 ^  2 ^ 2  
2^(^;;2T( + ==+3"(j) - i-( 
o o o o 
1  ^  2 ^ 2  1 ^  2  ^ ^ 2  ( E m . ) + 2 m,.. - i—( Z m . ) - Z m . ] 
j=i +2 j=i +2 ^ ^o j=i +1 j=i +1 
• ^ o  o  o  o  
1. 1 , y y2 _!_, r .2 2 2 
2'(ic+21 +3"!:) "s'iV'S' ""(vi)'°(v2' 
o o 
o o 
^ -( Z m, . + ^ { z m, • + è in?- - è" ro? 
2(io+2) j=i +3 (j) 2io ]=[ +1 (î' % (io+1) = (io+2) 
o o 
^ { S 
(io+1) i=r +2'(j) 
o 
N 
Letting a = 2 m . we get 
j=i,+3 (]) 
^2 ^ 1 2(i +2) ^1 2i +1 )'*'™(i +2)^ "^2 ™(i +1) ~ 2 +2) 
o  0 0 0  o  o  
(i +1) '^1 "*(i +2)) 
o o 
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'2(1^21 * âr - * 'IT "(i +1) +2) 
o o o o o o o 
2 , 1 2 12 
m , _^] a .  +  [ — — m  +  — — m  (i +1) (i +2)' 1 '21 (i +1) 2i (i +2) 
o o o o o o 
i ™(i +1)^(1 +2) 2 +1) 2 +2) " (i +1) "'(i +2)^ 
o o o o o o o 
1 . 2 . ,1 1 
• J a ,  +  [ i — m , .  ^  -  — — r r r i t i , .  
'i (i +l)(i +2)^ 1 'i (i +1) (i +2) 
o o o o o o o 
^ <^-TrW^ ""(i +2)]*1 + +1) +2)) 
o o o o o o o 
^ ,1 2 12 
h. 2 ^ (i^+2))] 
> 0. 
Similarly, 
L_i-L_2 - [Y2(io)-V2<io-l)] " ^ 
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N N 
E 
o o 
m (j) 
1  ^  2 ^ 2  
TvI)^4"(d)^ - j!i "(i)] 
O O 
1 1 ^  2  ^  
o o 
2 1 ^ 2 
( j )  -
N 
E 
j=i -1 
o 
2 , 
1 ^ 2 1  ^  2  2 ,  
(Vi)'4°'^' "°"o'' 
o 
o 
N 
° 4':=f " 'V'-'Si -i""''' 
o o o 
12 12 
- 2 *(1^ ) + 2 "(ic,-!) 
N 
ling a. = 2 m . we gel 
j=io+i (: 
^-1-^-2 = 31- *2 - " 2(i^-2)<V^(i )+^i -1))^ 
o o o o o o 
1 2  ^ 1 2  
- 2 2 *(1^,-1) 
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'4 " * 21V^)'*2 * "'io' * <V2' "<io' 
" <V2) (/-I) "(isI " 
" 2"(i ,°,i -1,> -IV , +I»U -1)' 
o o o o 
^ -]al + [(7-T-^ Hrr - ,. ^  ., Jm, 
2 (io-l' (io' 
(  (i - 2 )  ^(i -1) " (i -1) "^(i ))]*2 
o o o o 
"  < V "  *  'C- 2 '  
1  , 2  2  ,  ^  1 ,  2  2  , ,  
2(i -2)(*(i -1)) 2^^(i -1) "*(1 
o o o o o 
> 0 . 
Example 6.2; 
In Section 3.1.2, we have met another special case of problem (1) 
where ®^(i) = i and is given by 
^ 2 
Y,(i) = Z m i = 1,...,N and Y,(N) 
^ j=i-rl ^ 
where m >in,_, > ... >m,^_ > 0. We now show that Y (.) is a (1) — (2) — — (N) 2 
decreasing convex function on (0,N) and, hence, according to the 
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above special cases, this problem is solved by taking p such that 
p(n) = 1. 
It is obvious that y2(') is decreasing since 
N 2 ^2 
w (i+1) - 9_(i) = E rn - E m < 0. 
j=i+2 j=i+l 
As in Example 5,1, for any arbitrary i^ where 2 < i^ < N-2, 
let denote the slope of the line connecting the two points 
(i , Y (i )) and (i +k, ? (i +k)). To show that ?_(•) is convex 
^ O O 6 B 
on (0,N), it is enough to show that and L ^ as 
follows ; 
Y2(ic+2)_Y2(ia) ,Y2(io+l)-Y2(io), 
^2"^1 - [ 2 ^ ^ Ï ^ 
1 ^ 2  ^ 2  ^ 2  N  2 
= 2^j=i " i=i i=i 
" ^ O  O  " ^ O  o  
=  ^  V  2 1 ^  2  ^  2  
" 2 i=i +3"(j) 2 j=i +I*(j) " i=i +2*(j) 
o o o 
_  1  2  ^ 1 2  
- - 2 ^ (i +2) + 2 *(1 +1) 0-
o o 
Similarly, 
L_l-L_2 = - ïl'i'2<^o>-'2< V^" 
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= [ 
N 
S 
j=io+l 
m 
N 
- z 
N 
U) -jti *(i)] - 2[i=z +i"7i) 
o o 
N 
- z 
j=i -1 
•' o 
2 , 
" (3) '  
N 
- z 
N 
1 2 _ 1 2 _ _ 
- 2 ^ (1 ) + 2 ""(i -1) 
O o 
